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Figure 1.1 Optical absorption coefficient for some common photodetector semiconductors.

Figure 1.2 Schematics of Schottky junction formation between n-type semiconductor and metal where work function of metal $\Phi_m > \Phi_s$, (a) relative position of Fermi levels and band energies before metallurgical junction formation and (b) equilibrium band positions in dark after junction formation and electron transfer from semiconductor conduction band minima (CBM) to metal Fermi level has occurred. Due to increase in electron energies, the CBM and VBM moves downward creating an upward band bending near metal-semiconductor interface leading to formation of barrier restricting net flow of charge carriers across junction. The bottom picture represents the formation of mobile charge carrier free depletion region.

Figure 1.3 A metal n-type semiconductor (MS) metallurgical junction formation and its influence on relative alignment of conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence and maxima (VBM). (a) MS junction under reverse bias (d) under forward bias. The $I$-$V$ curve in the center shows the two modes of electrical conduction where the MS diode is off resulting in no current in reverse bias and MS diode on resulting in high current under forward bias.

Figure 1.4 Schematics of charge separation mechanism, device structure and configurations of few nanostructured photodetectors, (a) Drift and diffusion of both electrons and holes are exploited in photodiodes. This spatial band diagram depicts the junction between a p-type (hole-rich, left side) and n-type (electron-rich, right side) semiconductor near equilibrium, (b) In a photoconductor, one type of carrier is trapped while the other circulates under the influence of an electric field (electrons are trapped in this depiction), (c) Bulk-heterojunction photodiodes made from a polymer–nanocrystal (NC) composite exploit charge separation across the interface between the polymer matrix and the nanoparticles, and rely on differences in work function between the top and bottom contacts, (d) photodiodes consist of a single phase of a quantum-dot thin film across which electrical contacts having different work functions. (e) lateral photoconductors employ coplanar electrodes coated with a continuous film of nanocrystals (f) The conductance of this lateral three-terminal photodetector can be modulated by electrical and/or optical fields (shown in red). The channel in this device is a carbon nanotube. The localized gates
$V_1$, $V_2$ and the global back gate $V_g$ achieve selective electrostatic doping along the SWNT. $V_{SD}$ is the source-drain voltage.

**Figure 1.5** Piezoelectric potential distribution in a ZnO nanowire under transverse and longitudinal deformation, (a) transversely bent piezoelectric nanowire, (b) c-axis grown nanowire under axial strain. The dimensions of the nanowire are $L= 600$ nm and $a= 25$ nm; the external force is $f_x = 80$ nN.

**Figure 2.1** A schematics representing the non-centrosymmmmetry in (a) tetrahedral $\text{Zn}^{2+}$ and $\text{O}^{2-}$ ionic co-ordination under external stress, (b) resulting microscopic dipole in one such tetrahedral unit, (c) several such unit cell participation resulting into macroscopic polarization, and (d) COMSOL simulated pictorial representation of polarization with color code scheme and magnitude of piezo-potential.

**Figure 2.2** Piezopotential created inside a nanostructure, as represented by the color code, is the fundamental physics for nanogenerator and piezotronics. (a) Nanogenerator is based on a process of piezopotential driven flow of electrons in the external load. (b) Piezotronics is about the devices fabricated using a process of piezopotential tuned/controlled charge carrier transport at the metal–semiconductor interface or p–n junction. Piezo-phototronics is about the devices fabricated using piezopotential to control charge carrier generation, separation, transport and recombination processes at the interface/junction.

**Figure 2.3** A metal n-type semiconductor (MS) metallurgical junction formation and its influence on relative alignment of conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence and maxima (VBM). (a) before metallurgical contact of semiconductor to metal is made, (b) equilibrium contact position of Fermi levels and energy bands after junction formation and in the absence of external bias and illumination, (c) the same MS junction under reverse bias and illumination and (d) under forward bias and illumination. The I-V curve in the center shows the two modes of electrical conduction where the MS diode is off resulting in no current in reverse bias and MS diode on resulting in high current under forward bias.

**Figure 2.4** Energy band diagram for illustrating the effects of laser excitation and piezoelectricity on a Schottky contacted metal–semiconductor interface, (a) Band diagram at a Schottky contact
after exciting by a laser that has a photon energy higher than the bandgap, which is equivalent to a reduction in the Schottky barrier height, (b) Band diagram at the Schottky contact after applying a strain in the semiconductor. The piezopotential created in the semiconductor has a polarity with the end in contacting with the metal being low.

Figure 2.5 Ideal metal–semiconductor Schottky contacts with the presence of piezoelectric charges at applied voltage V=0 (thermal equilibrium). (a) Space charges distribution; (b) electric field and (c) energy band diagram with the presence of piezoelectric charges. Dashed lines indicate electric field and energy band in the absence of piezoelectric charges, and the solid lines are for the cases when a piezopotential is present in the semiconductor.

Figure 2.6 Illustration of ideal metal–semiconductor–metal structures with the presence of piezo-charges and photon generated charges. (a) Space charge distribution and corresponding (b) energy band diagram in the presence of piezo charges and photo generated charges. Dashed lines stand for original barriers without strain nor photoexcitation. The solid line is the finally tuned band structure by the piezo-charges, with one end being lifted up and one side being lowered. (adapted with permission from reference 1)

Figure 3.1 Schematics of (a) CdSe nanowire array synthesis by CVD and (b) CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire by PLD.

Figure 3.2 Schematics of the device configuration and measurement set-up, (a-c) Preparation of substrate for CdSe nanowire array growth, (d) Perpendicular CdSe nanowire array grown by CVD, (e) CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array achieved by pulsed laser ablation of ZnTe shell, (f) PMMA layer spin coating, (g) Device positioned on PVC board with illumination source underneath and connected to measurement system (inset is a cross sectional view of the assembled device).

Figure 3.3 (a) a photograph of a typical prototype device. The dashed white rectangle (3mm×5mm) represents the area in which CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire is grown. A 100 nm Ag coated polyester grating as top electrode is positioned on top of core/shell nanowire array, (b) UV-Vis absorption profile of a muscovite mica substrate, mica/CdSe thin film and CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array. The results indicate that light absorption occurs predominately in the nanowire array.
Figure 3.4 Morphology and structural analysis of CdSe and CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire arrays, (a) Low magnification SEM image of a CdSe nanowire array, (b) Low magnification SEM image of a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array, (c) HRTEM image of a single CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire and (d) a lateral energy dispersive (EDS) line scan across a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire that demonstrates characteristic core/shell elemental peaks.

Figure 3.5. (a) I-V measurements of a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array device under blue (465 nm) light illumination at variable intensities, (b) Absolute current of the device with respect to intensity, (c) On-off response of the device at a bias of 1.8 V and under blue illumination, (d) Photon responsivity of the device relative to the intensity density of the blue (465 nm) excitation source and bias voltage of 1.8 V.

Figure 3.6 (a) I-V measurements of a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array device under green (520 nm) illumination at variable intensities, (b) Absolute current of the device with respect to intensity, (c) On-off response of the device at a bias of 1.8 V and under a blue excitation source, (d) Photon responsivity of the device relative to intensity of a green excitation source.

Figure 3.7 (a) I-V measurements for a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array device under UV (385 nm) illumination at variable intensities, (b) Absolute current of the device with respect to intensity, (c) On-off response of the device at 1.8 V of applied bias and under a blue excitation source, (d) Photon responsivity of the device relative to intensity of a UV excitation source.

Figure 3.8 (a) I-V characteristic of CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array device under blue, green and UV illumination, (b-d) A typical I-V for a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell array device under different compressive loads and blue, green and UV illumination, respectively, (e) Absolute current of the device relative to compressive load under blue, green and UV illumination, (f) Change in responsivity of the device subjected to load differences and constant illumination, where $R_0$ is the responsivity at zero load.

Figure 3.9 Cross sectional view of the piezopotential distribution, (a) along the x-y plane (nanowire diameter), (b) along the x-z plane (longitudinal or growth axis - the color scale shows the potential distribution.
**Figure 3.10** Schematic band alignment of the Ag/ZnTe/CdSe structure. a) At equilibrium. b) Under illumination only. c) Under simultaneous application of compressive load and illumination. d) Under a compressive load of more than 0.25 kgf.

**Figure 4.1** Schematic illustration of the ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire photodetector fabrication process. (a) ZnO nanowire array on ITO substrate synthesized through chemical vapor deposition (CVD), (b) a ZnS shell layer was deposited by pulsed laser ablation, (c) a ~2 μm PMMA layer was spin coated onto the ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array, and (d) the finished device mounted on a measurement cell. To achieve nanowire compression, load is applied on top of silver coated polyester zigzag electrode (inset figure d).

**Figure 4.2** (a) photograph of the ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array device with dimensional details and (b) piezo effect of ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array under variable loads.

**Figure 4.3** Structural characterization of a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire showing low magnification top view, FESEM images of (a) an as-grown, ZnO nanowire array and (b) a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array, (c) an HRTEM image of a single ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire, and (d) the corresponding energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) lateral line scan depicting elemental peaks characteristic to core/shell nanowire structure.

**Figure 4.4** Electrical characterization of a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array device under UV illumination. (a) $I-V$ measurements at different illumination densities, (b) Illumination density dependence of photo-current, (c) the device’s on-off response, and (d) the variation in responsivity under several UV illumination densities.

**Figure 4.5** Electrical characterization of a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array device under blue illumination. (a) $I-V$ measurements at different illumination densities, (b) illumination density dependence of photo-current, (c) the on-off response of the device, and (d) variation in device responsivity with respect to blue illumination densities.

**Figure 4.6** Electrical characterization of a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array device under green illumination. (a) $I-V$ measurements at different illumination densities, (b) illumination density dependence of photo-current, (c) the on-off response of the device and (d) variation in device responsivity as a function of green illumination densities.
Figure 4.7 Room temperature PL for ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowires collected with comparable laser power ~145 µW under 532, 442, and 325 nm excitation, respectively. Spectra range from 1.3 eV to the edge of each laser’s emission. ZnO produces green emission at 2.40 eV. Lower excitation energies produced broader type-II transition peaks. (Inset) Magnification of the type-II transition PL peaks. The dotted orange line marks the broad peak center at ~1.95 eV.

Figure 4.8 Electrical characterization of ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array devices showing (a) the photocurrent response under dark, green, blue and UV excitation, (b-d) photocurrent response at a fixed illumination densities of 1.32 mW/cm² (UV), 3.0 mW/cm² (blue) and 3.2 mW/cm² (green), respectively, with variable compressive loads. (e) Photocurrent response with respect to compressive loads and (f) the (%) change in responsivity with compressive loads.

Figure 4.9 Equilibrium band position of an Ag/ZnS/ZnO interface (a) that demonstrates an abrupt, type-II band alignment at the ZnS/ZnO core/shell interface before the silver contact is made, (b) silver (Ag) contact with ZnS promotes Fermi level realignment that induces band bending (c) under illumination only, displaying direct band-to-band and an indirect type-II transition, and (d) under illumination with compressive strain together leading to a piezopotential-induced band bending. The core is wurtzite structured ZnO, and the shell is the zinc blend structured ZnS (in green color). Dotted line in figure (b) represents the initial position of the valence band maxima and the conduction band minima, whereas the solid lines represent the respective positions after band realignment and/or compression of a nanowire.

Figure 4.10 Simulated piezoelectric potential distribution in ZnO core of ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire under (a) uniaxial compression combined with bending, vertical color code scheme represents the piezo-potential distribution mapping with strain (b) uniaxial compression only and (c) bending only. This simulation neglects any piezo-potential contribution from the zinc-blend ZnS shell.

Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration of the ZnO nanowire array piezo-magneto-photo sensor fabrication process. (a) ZnO nanowire array on ITO substrate synthesized through chemical vapor deposition (CVD), (b) a ~2 µm PMMA layer was spin coated onto the ZnO nanowire array, and (c) the finished device mounted on a measurement cell, and (d) to achieve nanowire bending, load is applied on top of silver coated polyester zigzag electrode.
Figure 5.2 Structural characterization of a ZnO nanowire array, showing (a) low and (b) high magnification tilted top view, FESEM images of as-grown, ZnO nanowire array, (c) low magnification TEM image of a single ZnO nanowire, and (d) HRTEM image and (inset) SAED pattern of ZnO nanowire depicting characteristic single crystal diffraction pattern.

Figure 5.3 Typical $I$-$V$ characteristic of ZnO nanowire array based piezo-magneto sensor in dark under (a) compressional strain only and (b-f) under compressional strain combined with 600-3000 $\mu$T of external magnetic field. A successive decrease in peak current is apparent with increasing magnetic field strength for any particular fixed strain amount.

Figure 5.4 Typical $I$-$V$ characteristic of ZnO nanowire array based piezo-magneto sensor in dark under high magnetic field strength (a) for 10 gf compressional load, and (b) under 20 gf compressional load.

Figure 5.5 Typical $I$-$V$ characteristic of ZnO nanowire array based piezo-magneto sensor in dark under fixed compressional loads of (a) 0gf, (b) 5gf, (c) 20 gf, (d) 50 gf, and (e) 100 gf with varying magnetic field strengths of 0-3000 $\mu$T. In each measurement condition the decreasing trend in peak current (insets) with increasing magnetic field strength is preserved.

Figure 5.6 Summary of change in peak current in dark with (a) fixed strain and variable external magnetic field strength and (b) fixed external magnetic field strength with variable strain.

Figure 5.7 Working mechanism of ZnO nanowire array piezo-magneto sensor, where (a) represents the energy band diagram of Ag-ZnO before metallurgical contact is made, (b) after contact in equilibrium under external forward bias and in dark, (c) under compressional load generated polarization charge at inner surface of ZnO in proximity of Ag-ZnO interface, and (d) under influence of external magnetic field applied parallel to the Ag-ZnO interface and perpendicular to c-axis of ZnO nanowire growth. Direction of Lorentz force is displayed by $\times$ for electrons and by $\cdot$ for holes. Solid lines and circles represent static and dotted ones represent dynamic condition where band position are altered (dotted blue lines) and dotted circles (empty/filled) represents charge carrier flow direction with arrows.

Figure 5.8 Typical $I$-$V$ characteristic of ZnO nanowire array based piezo-magneto-photo sensor under UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ (a) compressional strain only and (b-f) under
compressional strain combined with 600-3000 μT of external magnetic field. A gradual increase in peak current is apparent with increasing magnetic field strength under steady UV illumination density.

**Figure 5.9** $I$-$V$ measurements of ZnO nanowire array piezo-magneto-photo sensor in (a) dark and under UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ (b) steady state UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ combined with varying magnetic field strengths of 600 to 3000 μT, and (c-f) in presence of steady state UV illumination and fixed loads of 5, 20, 50 and 100 gf with variable magnetic field strength of 600 to 3000 μT, respectively in each load condition. Insets represents the enlarged view of the changes in peak current.

**Figure 5.10** Summary of change in peak current under UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ with (a) fixed strain and variable external magnetic field strength and (b) fixed external magnetic field strength with variable strain.

**Figure 5.11** Working mechanism of ZnO nanowire array piezo-photo-magneto sensor, where (a) under compressional load generated polarization charge at inner surface of ZnO in proximity of Ag-ZnO interface in presence of magnetic field applied parallel to the interface and perpendicular to c-axis of ZnO nanowire growth, bottom nanowire drawing represents the trapping of free electrons by desorbed Oxygen molecule and (b) in presence of magnetic field, strain and UV illumination., bottom nanowire drawing represents hole trapping by surface states releasing Oxygen molecule and increasing the conductance. Direction of Lorentz force is displayed by $\times$ for electrons and by $\cdot$ for holes. Solid lines and circles represent static and dotted ones represent dynamic condition where band position are altered (dotted blue lines) and dotted circles (empty/filled) represents charge carrier flow direction.
Abstract

Piezotronic and piezo-phototronic is a burgeoning field of study which emerges from the coupling of intrinsic materials properties exhibited by non-centrosymmetric semiconductors. In the past decade research efforts were mainly focused on the wurtzite family of 1D nanostructures, with major emphasis on ZnO nanowire nanogenerators, MS piezotronic transistors, LEDs and photodetectors mainly integrated on single nanowires. In view of previously known advantages of charge carrier separation in radial heterojunctions, particularly in type-II core/shell nanowires, it can be anticipated that the performance of photosensing devices can be largely enhanced by piezo-phototronic effect. Moreover, the performance metrics can be further improved in an array of nanowires where geometrical feature enabled multiple reflection can efficiently trap incident illumination. The crux of this dissertation lies in the development of 3D type-II core/shell nanowire array based piezo-phototronic device and also to investigate the effect of magnetic field on ZnO nanowire arrays based piezotronic and piezo-phototronic device for new class of sensors.

In this regard, prototype piezo-phototronic broadband photodetectors integrated on two material systems, namely type-II CdSe/ZnTe 3D core/shell nanowire arrays and fully wide band gap type-II ZnO/ZnS 3D core/shell nanowire arrays have been developed where the photodetection performance of each device exhibits high sensitivity, fast response and large responsivity. The application of piezo-phototronic effect further improves the device performance by three to four orders of magnitude change numerically calculated from absolute responsivities at multiple wavelengths.

A 3D ZnO nanowire array based new class of piezo-photo-magnetotronic sensor is also developed for detection of pressure, illumination and magnetic field suggesting multiple functionality of a
single device where more than one effect can be coupled together to exhibit piezo-magnetotronic or piezo-photo-magnetotronic type of device behavior.

**Keywords:** 3D Photodetector, Piezoelectric, Piezotronic, Piezo-phototronic, Magnetic field, Piezo-magnetotronic, Piezo-photo-magnetotronic.
Chapter 1 Introduction and Background

1.1 Photosensors

Photosensor, which is a member of optoelectronic device family, is a generic name for two distinct device types, namely phodetectors and photovoltaics. In a photodetector, resistance (conductivity) changes in the presence of light whereas photovoltaic device produces a current or voltage as its output under light. Photodetectors are important in data transmission over optical fibers by demodulation of optical variations into electrical variations which is amplified and processed for information transfer in addition to other common applications found in relay switches and security systems. The device function involves the interaction of photon with semiconductor via three basic processes: 1) electron-hole pair generation by incident photon, 2) charge carrier transport, and 3) extraction of charge carriers for signal generation. The photodetectors must also satisfy certain requirements as high sensitivity at operating wavelengths and high response speed with minimum noise in addition to physical requirements such as compact size, low biasing voltage need and reliable under operating conditions. There are two classes of photodetectors, namely thermal detectors which detect light by sensing the temperature rise and photon detectors. The discussion of this work will be mainly focused on the semiconductor photon detectors only which detect photons via quantum photoelectric effect through the photocurrent contribution from photo excited charge carriers. As a pre-requisite for photons of a particular wavelength to be absorbed in semiconductor materials the following relationship is obvious

$$\lambda = \frac{hc}{\Delta E} = \frac{1.24}{\Delta E(eV)} \text{ (\mu m)} \quad 1.1$$
here, $\lambda$ is photon wavelength, $h$ is Plank’s constant, $c$ is speed of light and $\Delta E$ is the gap between energy levels. Here $\lambda$ represents the minimum wavelength detection limit and $h\nu > \Delta E$ can also cause photoexcitation. Usually $\Delta E$ corresponds to the band gap energy of semiconductors but it can also be barrier height as in metal-semiconductor photodetector or transition energy between the impurity level and band edge as in extrinsic photoconductor depending on the type of photodetector for which the type of material and wavelength of detection are optimized. In general, the amount of light absorption, that determines the quantum efficiency of the photodetector, is indicated by absorption coefficient which can be high for highly absorbing materials where absorption mainly occurs near the surface. Low absorption coefficient value indicates that light penetrates deeper into the materials and at extreme side the material can also be transparent for incident wavelength causing no photoexcitation. Figure 1.1 represents the optical absorption profile of some of the common semiconductor photodetectors.

![Optical absorption profile](image_url)

**Figure 1.1** Optical absorption coefficient for some common photodetector semiconductors. © PV Education
It is apparent from Figure 1.1 that the optical absorption coefficient is highly dependent on wavelength of the photon and is usually non-uniform with maximum absorption taking place at band gap edge. The signal of the photocurrent should be maximized for the sensitivity for which the basic metric is quantum efficiency defined as the number of carriers produced per photon:

$$\eta = \frac{I_{ph}}{q\varphi} \left( \frac{h\nu}{P_{opt}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{1.2}$$

where, $I_{ph}$ is the photocurrent, $\varphi$ is the photon flux, $h$ is Plank’s constant, $\nu$ is frequency of photon and $P_{opt}$ is optical power.\(^5\) It can be seen in equation 1.1 that quantum efficiency $\eta$ is a function of wavelength principally because absorption coefficient $\alpha$ is dependent on wavelength. The ideal quantum efficiency is unity however the losses occur either because of reflection, incomplete absorption or recombination leading to reduced photocurrent. Another metric to photodetectors is responsivity, described as

$$R_\lambda = \frac{I_{ph}}{P_{opt}} = \frac{\eta q}{h\nu} = \frac{\eta \lambda(\mu m)}{1.24} \text{ A/W}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{1.3}$$

The responsivity ($R_\lambda$) relates the electric current flowing in the device to the incident optical power, ideally if every photon generates a single photoelectron a photon flux $\varphi$ would produce an electron flux $\varphi$ corresponding to a short circuit current $I_{ph} = e \varphi$. From equation 1.3 it can be seen that $R_\lambda$ increases with wavelength because photoelectric detectors are responsive to photon flux rather than optical power. As wavelength increases, a given optical power is carried by more electrons which in turn produces more electrons.\(^6\) These basic formulations applies equally well to photoconductors which is a slab of semiconductor with Ohmic metal contacts, photodiodes which works on the principle of depletion approximation formed between $p$-$n$ junction and Schottky barrier diodes where $p$ (or $n$) semiconductor is replaced by a thin metal film which forms Schottky
contact with the type of semiconductor. The present work is mainly focused on the Schottky contact devices hence any further discussion will be limited to Schottky barrier diodes. In order to understand the behavior of these devices it is imperative to have the idea about the junction formation. In particular, considering the case of \textit{n-type} semiconductor with work function $\Phi_s$ smaller than the metal work function $\Phi_m$ (Figure 1.2 (a)) net electron transfer occurs between conduction band of semiconductor to metal side to realign the Fermi levels. As the process continues the electrostatic potential of semiconductor is raised in other words electron energy is lowered to achieve the equilibrium. Once equilibrium is established, no net charge transfer occurs across the interface and CBM and VBM bends upwards near the interface region.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{schottky_junction}
\caption{Schematics of Schottky junction formation between \textit{n-type} semiconductor and metal where work function of metal $\Phi_m > \Phi_s$, (a) relative position of Fermi levels and band energies before metallurgical junction formation and (b) equilibrium band positions in dark after junction formation and electron transfer from semiconductor conduction band minima (CBM) to metal Fermi level has occurred. Due to increase in electron energies, the CBM and VBM moves downward creating an upward band bending near metal-semiconductor interface leading to formation of barrier restricting net flow of charge carriers across junction. The bottom picture represents the formation of mobile charge carrier free depletion region.}
\end{figure}
The migration of electrons from semiconductor leaves behind the uncompensated donor ions creating a mobile charge free depletion region with equal and opposite polarity of charge layer formed due to accumulation of electrons at metal side. The equilibrium contact potential \( V_0 \) is the difference between the metal and semiconductor work function \( \Phi_m - \Phi_s \) which prevents net flow of charge carriers across junction. The barrier for electron injection from metal to semiconductor side is \( \Phi_m - \chi \), where \( q\chi \) is the electron affinity measured from vacuum level to semiconductor conduction band edge. The equilibrium potential difference \( V_0 \) can be tuned by application of external bias or by inner piezopotential generated in wurtzite semiconductor under strain. When reverse bias voltage \( V \) is applied to the Schottky barrier, the barrier height is raised to \( V_0 + V \), the electron flow from semiconductor to metal becomes negligible (Figure 1.3 (a)) whereas a forward bias (Figure 1.3 (b)) reduces the barrier height for electron diffusion from semiconductor to metal side by \( V_0 - V \) giving rise to forward current. In either case flow of electrons from metal to semiconductor is retarded by barrier height \( \Phi_m - \chi \), the diode equation for this case can be described as:

\[
I = I_0 \left( e^{\frac{qV}{kT}} - 1 \right)
\]

Above description of \( n \)-type semiconductor-metal Schottky barrier can also be used to describe the Schottky barrier formation for \( p \)-type semiconductor-metal junction with similar description of forwards and reverse bias and equation 1.4 can be used to describe the current. In both the cases the Schottky barrier is rectifying with higher current flowing in forwards direction and negligible current flowing in reverse direction and that in each case the forward current is due to injection of majority carriers from the semiconductor into the metal, therefore these devices are majority carrier devices.
1.2 Nanostructured photosensors
1.2.1 Quantum dot (0D) and thin film (2D) photodetector

Nanostructured materials are attractive for photodetection application because of their high surface to volume ratio and also providing an opportunity of device miniaturization in addition to other advantages arising from reduced dimensionality. In particular, nanostructures such as quantum dots and nanoparticles exhibit phenomena such as absorption of ultraviolet light, plasmonic enhancement of absorption, size-based spectral tuning, multiexciton generation, and charge carrier storage in surface and interface traps and can be integrated with conventional silicon electronics and large area flexible substrates. Figure 1.4 represents a schematics of few configurations of nanostructured photodetectors relying on photodiode (Figure 1.4 (a)) and photoconductor (Figure 1.4 (b)) mechanism of detection.
Figure 1.4 Schematics of charge separation mechanism, device structure and configurations of few nanostructured photodetectors, (a) Drift and diffusion of both electrons and holes are exploited in photodiodes. This spatial band diagram depicts the junction between a p-type (hole-rich, left side) and n-type (electron-rich, right side) semiconductor near equilibrium, (b) In a photoconductor, one type of carrier is trapped while the other circulates under the influence of an electric field (electrons are trapped in this depiction), (c) Bulk-heterojunction photodiodes made from a polymer–nanocrystal (NC) composite exploit charge separation across the interface between the polymer matrix and the nanoparticles, and rely on differences in work function between the top and bottom contacts, (d) photodiodes consist of a single phase of a quantum-dot thin film across which electrical contacts having different work functions. (e) lateral photoconductors employ coplanar electrodes coated with a continuous film of nanocrystals (f) The conductance of this lateral three-terminal photodetector can be modulated by electrical and/or optical fields (shown in red). The channel in this device is a carbon nanotube. The localized gates $V_1$, $V_2$ and the global back gate $V_g$ achieve selective electrostatic doping along the SWNT. $V_{SD}$ is the source-drain voltage. (Reproduced with permission, © 2010 NPG)
As seen in Figure 1.4 (a), a photodiode utilizes both types of photo excited charge carriers, namely electrons and holes contribution towards current leading to a quantum efficiency of unity. In order to increase the quantum efficiency of photodiodes alternative mechanism such as avalanche or carrier multiplication may be employed. However, photodiodes can have fast response times which is only limited by electron-hole recombination time that is of the order of microseconds or less making these devices useful for high speed application as required in fiber optical communication where more than 40 Gb/sec or higher data transmission rates are desirable.

Figure 1.4 (b) illustrates a photoconductor which works on the principle of utilizing only one type of charge carrier either electrons as in $n$-type semiconductor or holes as in $p$-type semiconductor whereas keeping the other carrier type trapped in near surface defect states or in the bulk of the semiconductor thereby significantly reducing the recombination rate and prolonged carrier lifetime before it can finally recombine with its counterpart. These device types usually are characterized by high responsivity values ranging from $100$-$1000$ AW$^{-1}$ though the tradeoff is reduced bandwidth. Figure 1.4 (c) shows a nano crystals embedded polymer thin film photodetector whereas Figure 1.4 (d) is a thin film of colloidal quantum dots deposited on a conducting ITO substrate by spin coating where an organic material was employed to provide the phase for carrier transport and quantum dots having type-II band alignment with polymer provided the sensitization. The thin film analogue of photodetector (Figure 1.4 (e)) was also fabricated by solution casting of nanocrystal between patterned gold electrodes to achieve superior photodetection compared to its epitaxial counterpart. In a quest to achieve high gain photodetectors where each incident photon can produce multiple electron-hole pairs electrostatically doped split gate field effect transistor device integrated on single walled carbon nanotube (Figure 1.4 (f)) was reported which was truly a one dimensional photodetector and
indicated the potential for nanowire based phodetectors can be advantageous for photodetection in near-infrared and visible and UV part of the spectrum.\textsuperscript{17-19}

1.2.2 Nanowire (1D) photodetector

One dimensional nanostructures such as nanowire, nanorod, nanopillar and nanotubes have unique optical, mechanical, electrical and thermal properties which can be advantageous for photodetection applications.\textsuperscript{20} The construction and integration of photodetectors or optical switches based on such nanostructures with tailored geometries have rapidly advanced in recent years.\textsuperscript{21,22} Especially, two main factors contributing to the high photosensitivity of such nanostructures should be recognized: 1) the large surface-to-volume ratio and the presence of deep level surface trap states in NWs greatly prolongs the photocarrier lifetime; 2) the reduced dimensionality of the active area in NW devices shortens the carrier transit time. Indeed, the combination of long lifetime and short transit time of charge carriers can result in substantial photoconductive gain.\textsuperscript{23-25} This nano-macro interface is fundamental to the integration of nanoscale building blocks in electrical or optoelectronic device applications.\textsuperscript{26,27} Of particular importance are earth abundant metal oxide nanowires\textsuperscript{28,29} such as ZnO,\textsuperscript{30} SnO\textsubscript{2},\textsuperscript{31} Cu\textsubscript{2}O,\textsuperscript{32} In\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{33} and other binary semiconductors\textsuperscript{34} such as CdSe,\textsuperscript{35} GaN,\textsuperscript{36} CdS\textsuperscript{37} owing to their excellent optical and electrical properties which in form of nanowire provides unidirectional charge carrier transport. However, due to relatively easier synthesis and versatility to grow various shapes and morphology on practically any substrate, ZnO has gained tremendous attention of research for optoelectronic device development.\textsuperscript{38,39} In particular, owing to its wide band gap (3.2 eV) ZnO nanowire have found application in UV-visible blind photodetection with large photoresponse under low illumination intensities of $\sim 10 \mu$m/cm\textsuperscript{2} translating to a photoconductive gain of $G > 10^8$ which was attributed to enhanced carrier lifetime through high density of surface trap states.\textsuperscript{23}
1.2.3 Piezo-phototronic photodetector

In view of intrinsic piezoelectric property arising from non-centrosymmetric \textsuperscript{40} wurtzite crystal structure, the nanowire based device application of ZnO, \textsuperscript{41} GaN, \textsuperscript{42,43} CdS \textsuperscript{44} and CdSe \textsuperscript{45} etc. can be further tuned by application of external stress which results in piezo polarization charges under elastic deformation limits. The coupling of piezoelectric, semiconducting, electrical and optical properties can effectively tune/control the charge carrier generation, recombination, transport and/or separation across an interface/junction and is known as piezotronic/piezo-phototronic effect, a word coined in 2010 by Z. L. Wang group. \textsuperscript{2-46} Figure 1.5 represents two basic modes of elastic deformation mechanism where Figure 1.5 (a) represents transverse bending with one end of nanowire fixed to the substrate and Figure 1.5 (b) is uniaxial compression/tensile mode of elastic deformation. It can be seen in Figure 1.5 (a) that the piezopotential distribution is radially asymmetric whereas it is axially asymmetric in case of compressional/tensile deformation in Figure 1.5 (b). The origin and asymmetry in piezopotential distribution is fundamental building block of piezotronic and piezo-phototronic effect.

**Figure 1.5** Piezoelectric potential distribution in a ZnO nanowire under transverse and longitudinal deformation, (a) transversely bent piezoelectric nanowire, (b) c-axis grown nanowire under axial strain. The dimensions of the nanowire are L= 600 nm and a= 25 nm; the external force is $f_y = 80$ nN. (Reproduced with permission, \textsuperscript{2} © 2010 ACS)
The concept of piezo-phototronic effect has been successfully applied to enhance the device performance of many photodetectors based on one dimensional nanostructures.\textsuperscript{47} For instance, the sensitivity of a single ZnO micro-/nanowire based UV photodetector was increased by more than 500\% under nominal (-0.36\%) compressional strain\textsuperscript{48} and also in single CdSe nanowire based photodetector where the sensitivity of photodetection was found to highly depend on the applied strain.\textsuperscript{49} However, the spatial confinement of charge carrier in a single conducting channel is disadvantageous for device performance due to increased recombination probability. To overcome this drawback, alternative approach of separating electron-hole pairs in different conducting channels is critical to inhibit recombination and increased device performance. In this regard, type-II core/shell nanowire heterostructure in which electrons and holes are separated and confined in spatially different conducting channels is considered as a viable approach.\textsuperscript{50-54} Based on this principle, a single ZnO/CdS core/shell micro-/nanowire piezo-phototronic photodetector was realized where the performance of the photodetector was enhanced by more than 10 time by application of piezo-phototronic effect.\textsuperscript{55} These findings are intuitive and can also be applied to array of piezoelectric nanowires which exhibit excellent electrical properties due to multichannel charge transport via parallel connected nanowires in an array\textsuperscript{56-58} and also exhibit enhanced photo absorption due to geometrical features which enables multiple reflection and trapping of incident illumination.\textsuperscript{59,60} These features of three dimensional core/shell nanowire arrays have been successfully employed in realizing the UV/visible photodetector based on carbon fiber/ZnO/CdS double shell microwire\textsuperscript{61} and recently, in optical-fiber-nanowire hybrid structure\textsuperscript{62} suggesting that three dimensional core/shell nanowire arrays are a very promising candidate for piezo-phototronic device applications.
1.3 Nanostructured magneto sensors

The effect of external magnetic field in certain specific configurations such as the relative direction of current flowing through a conductor (semiconductor) and the direction of external magnetic field are of particular importance in view of Hall effect, which has strong effect in semiconductors and magnetoresistance, which is usually extremely small for many substances even under strong magnetic fields and is significant only in strong magnetic materials. On semiconductors application of external magnetic field results in two distinct effects namely Hall effect and carrier deflection leading to magnetoconcentration assuming that the field has linear effects only. Especially for semiconductor materials, in particular for InSb bilayer $p$-$n$ channel external magnetic application has resulted in controlling the carrier generation and recombination rate. Strong magnetic field measurements performed on Si revealed high magnetoresistance and similar measurements on HgCdTe diode has resulted in observation magnetoconductance. The basic physics of Lorentz force induced carrier deflection was also applied to investigate the effect of external magnetic field on a Germanium $p$-$n$ junction photovoltaic device and recently in developing a prototype magnetic field reconfigurable Boolean logic device based integrated on planar InSb $p$-$n$ junction. From these findings of magnetic field effect on semiconductors it is apparent that nanostructured semiconductors are also, in principle, prone to exhibit some of these characteristics such as magnetoresistance and magnetoconcentration which can modify the conductance leading to alter the device performance. In view of reduced dimensionality interesting effects can be anticipated to be observed which may pave way for new type of sensorics which may combine piezoelectric, semiconducting and optical/electrical properties of nonmagnetic semiconductors, however so far the scientific literature in this area is scarce.
1.4 Overview of this dissertation

The thesis will mainly be divided in two sections based on slightly different but intricately connected theme of study. The first part, which includes Chapters 3 and 4, of the work presented in this thesis will demonstrates the novelty of piezo-phototronic devices based on nearly lattice matched or abruptly interfaced three dimensional type-II core/shell nanowire arrays. In second part, which is Chapter 5, effect of external magnetic field on piezotronic and piezo-phototronic effect will be investigated and findings will be discussed. Here follows a short abstract for each chapter.

**Chapter 2** will describe the theoretical formulation of piezotronic, piezo-phototronic and piezo-magneto-phototronic effect which arises from the coupling of intrinsic semiconducting and piezoelectric property exhibited in non-centrosymmetric wurtzite semiconductor crystal. The investigation of external magnetic field effect of the performance of piezotronic and piezo-phototronic device reveals that deflection of charge carriers through Lorentz force plays a dominant role in modifying the conductance of nanowires in presence of surface defects.

In **Chapter 3**, a broad-band photodetector based on II-VI binary CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire arrays will be demonstrated, where enhanced photo-detection by the piezo-phototronic effect will be discussed in detail. The photodetector performance under UV (385 nm), blue (465 nm) and green (520 nm) illumination infers a saturation free response with an intensity variation near two orders of magnitude that resulted a (%) responsivity change by four orders of magnitude. The significant increase in responsivity was attributed to: (1) the piezo-phototronic effect induced by a change in the Schottky barrier height at the Ag-ZnTe junction, and in the type-II band alignment at the CdSe-ZnTe interfaces, in conjugation with (2) a small lattice mismatch between the CdSe and ZnTe epitaxial layers, which lead to reduced charge carrier recombination.
In Chapter 4, a high-performance broad band UV/Visible photodetector fabricated on a fully wide bandgap ZnO/ZnS type-II heterojunction core/shell nanowire array will be discussed. The device can detect photons with energies significantly smaller (2.2 eV) than the band gap of ZnO (3.2 eV) and ZnS (3.7 eV) which is mainly attributed to spatially indirect type-II transition facilitated by the abrupt interface between the ZnO core and ZnS shell. The performance of the device was further enhanced through the piezo-phototronic effect induced lowering of the barrier height to allow charge carrier transport across the ZnO/ZnS interface, resulting in three orders of relative responsivity change measured at three different excitation wavelengths (385 nm, 465 nm and 520 nm).

Chapter 5 will present the findings of the external magnetic field effect on ZnO nanowire array based piezotronic and piezo-phototronic device. The experimental observation of external magnetic field effect under compressional strain and optical illumination exhibits coupling of aforementioned three stimuli, where they act synergistically to alter the device performance. This is the first work of its kind whose findings anticipates novel sensorics applications and multiple functionalities in a single device.
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Framework

2.1 Piezoelectric nanostructures

Discovery of piezoelectric properties dates back to over more than a century, however, until recently there has been relatively less use of nanostructured piezoelectric materials in devices. The very first study of piezoelectricity in nanostructured material was demonstrated in ZnO nanowires and mechanical to electrical energy conversion was successfully achieved by coupling of semiconducting and piezoelectric properties and the device was named as nanogenerator with a vision to power up micro/nano devices for biomedical applications.\(^2\) Since then the research has been focused on improving the power conversion efficiency of ZnO nanowires by utilizing arrays where multiple nanowires in parallel connection may deliver higher current and hence higher power ratings.\(^3\) Since piezoelectric property arises due to lack of center of symmetry in crystal unit cell which is responsible for ZnO piezoelectricity it can be extended to any semiconductor from wurtzite family. Recently, the nanogenerators based on GaN,\(^4\) CdSe,\(^5\) CdS,\(^6\) and InN\(^7\) has been successfully demonstrated proving that the principle of nanogenerator is extendable to several other semiconductor compounds. In particular, ZnO has a hexagonal structure with anisotropy along two mutually orthogonal directions, specifically along c- and perpendicular to c-axis. Figure 2.1 displays the microscopic origin of polarization charges in non-centrosymmetric hexagonal structure. As can be seen that tetrahedral Zn\(^{2+}\) and O\(^{2-}\) ionic co-ordination, Figure 2.1 (a), in a particular unit cell is the underlying mechanism that gives rise to microscopic dipoles, Figure 2.1 (b), under external stress. These microscopic dipoles then constructively adds up giving rise to
macroscopic dipole resulting in localization of immobile piezo-charges at nanowire ends which creates the piezo-potential and responsible for potential drop along c-axis of nanowire.

Figure 2.1 A schematics representing the non-centrosymmetry in (a) tetrahedral \( \text{Zn}^{2+} \) and \( \text{O}^{2-} \) ionic co-ordination under external stress, (b) resulting microscopic dipole in one such tetrahedral unit, (c) several such unit cell participation resulting into macroscopic polarization, and (d) COMSOL simulated pictorial representation of polarization with color code scheme and magnitude of piezo-potential.

Under elastic structural deformation limit, the piezopotential created at nanowires ends can drive the flow of electrons through external circuit giving rise to mechanical to electrical energy nanogenerator phenomena. The distribution of piezopotential in a c-axis ZnO nanowire has been theoretically calculated using the Lippman theory\(^8-10\) in a dopant free ZnO nanowire. For a ZnO nanowire with a length of 1200 nm and a hexagonal side length of 100 nm, a tensile force of 85 nN creates a potential drop of approximately 0.4 V between the two ends, with the +c-side positive (Figure 2.2 (a)). When the applied force changes to a compressive strain, the piezoelectric potential reverses with the potential difference remaining 0.4 V but with the −c-axis side at a higher potential. The nanowire when connected to external bias under illumination can give rise to enhanced photo-current under piezopotential which can also act as gate filed for piezotronic transistor (Figure 2.2 (b)).
2.2 Coupling of piezoelectric and semiconducting properties

A very simple field effect transistor (FET) built on a semiconductor nanowire with conducting end electrodes can be assumed with the ends functioning as source and drain electrode and the gate voltage can be applied either from the top with a gate electrode or from the bottom substrate. By applying a source to drain voltage, $V_{DS}$, the charge carrier transport process in the semiconductor FET is tuned/gated in the presence of an externally applied gate voltage $V_G$. Alternatively, the gate voltage $V_G$ can be replaced by the inner piezopotential generated under elastic mechanical deformation to tune/control the charge carrier transport across the channel.\textsuperscript{11} This type of transistor is called as piezotronic transistor bearing the name from inner piezopotential.

Figure 2.2 Piezopotential created inside a nanostructure, as represented by the color code, is the fundamental physics for nanogenerator and piezotronics. (a) Nanogenerator is based on a process of piezopotential driven flow of electrons in the external load. (b) Piezotronics is about the devices fabricated using a process of piezopotential tuned/controlled charge carrier transport at the metal–semiconductor interface or p–n junction. Piezo-phototronics is about the devices fabricated using piezopotential to control charge carrier generation, separation, transport and recombination processes at the interface/junction. (adapted with permission from reference\textsuperscript{1})
acting as gate field, in other words the charge transport across the channel can be controlled/tuned by applying stress to the device which gives rise to several interesting phenomena.

**Figure 2.3** A metal n-type semiconductor (MS) metallurgical junction formation and its influence on relative alignment of conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence and maxima (VBM). (a) before metallurgical contact of semiconductor to metal is made, (b) equilibrium contact position of Fermi levels and energy bands after junction formation and in the absence of external bias and illumination, (c) the same MS junction under reverse bias and illumination and (d) under forward bias and illumination. The I-V curve in the center shows the two modes of electrical conduction where the MS diode is off resulting in no current in reverse bias and MS diode on resulting in high current under forward bias.
2.2.1 Piezotronic effect

Figure 2.3 displays a typical metal-semiconductor (MS) junction for an \textit{n-type} semiconducting material where the work function ($\phi_m$) of the metal is larger than the semiconductor work function ($\phi_s$), as in Figure 2.3 (a). When the metal is brought in contact with semiconductor, owing to the semiconductor Fermi level, which was initially higher than metal, the charge transfer occurs until the Fermi level aligns at equilibrium (Figure 2.3 (b)).\textsuperscript{12} The Fermi level alignment at equilibrium results in raising the electrostatic potential of the semiconductor (i.e. lowering of electron energies) relative to the metal. In \textit{n-type} semiconductor a depletion region $W$ is formed (Figure 2.3 (b)) near the junction. The positive charge due to uncompensated donor ions within $W$ is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign at metal side, however this region is negligibly thin. The equilibrium contact potential $V_0$ developed at the junction prevents further net diffusion of electrons from semiconductor conduction band to metal. The current through the junction can only pass in forward direction i.e. when the external bias is applied with positive polarity on metal side. The equilibrium potential difference can be modified by application of external bias (Figure 2.3 (c-d)) or by internal piezopotential generated under elastic deformation, termed as piezotronic effect as mentioned earlier. In a nutshell, \textit{piezotronic effect} is to use piezopotential to tune/control the charge transport across an interface/junction.\textsuperscript{13}

As seen in figure 2.4 (a), the barrier height on metal side prevents net diffusion of charge carriers which decreases under illumination as a result of newly generated electron-hole pairs in addition to increasing the conductance. Once the strain is created in \textit{n-type} semiconductor, which is also piezoelectric, a negative piezopotential at the junction effectively increases the barrier height whereas a positive piezopotential decreases the barrier height. The strain, tensile or compressive, dependent polarity of piezopotential can then be carefully chosen so as to
tune/control the barrier height in a favorable manner. The same principal and mechanism can be extended to $p$-$n$ junction based devices as well.

A piezotronic transistor involves a piezoelectric semiconductor, hence electrostatic equations, current density equations, and continuity equations are required to describe the static and dynamic charge carrier transport.\textsuperscript{14} Additionally, piezoelectric equations are needed to describe the behavior of piezoelectric materials under dynamic stress conditions.\textsuperscript{15} The basic electrostatic behavior can be described by Poisson equation:

$$\nabla^2 \psi_i = \frac{\rho(r)}{\varepsilon}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)
where, $\psi_i$ is the electric potential distribution and $\rho(\mathbf{r})$ is the charge density distribution and $\varepsilon$ is the permittivity of the material. The current–density equations that correlate the local fields, charge densities and local currents are:

$$
\mathbf{J}_n = q\mu_n \mathbf{n} \mathbf{E} + q \mathbf{D}_n \nabla \mathbf{n},
$$

$$
\mathbf{J}_p = q\mu_p \mathbf{p} \mathbf{E} - q \mathbf{D}_p \nabla \mathbf{p},
$$

\begin{equation}
\mathbf{J}_{\text{cond}} = \mathbf{J}_n + \mathbf{J}_p
\end{equation}

Where, $\mathbf{J}_n$ and $\mathbf{J}_p$ are the electron and hole current densities, $q$ is the absolute value of unit electronic charge, $\mu_n$ and $\mu_p$ are electron and hole mobilities, $n$ and $p$ are concentrations of free electrons and free holes, $\mathbf{D}_n$ and $\mathbf{D}_p$ are diffusion coefficients for electrons and holes, respectively, $\mathbf{E}$ is the electric field, and $\mathbf{J}_{\text{cond}}$ is the total current density.

The charge transport under external field is described by continuity equations:

$$
\frac{\partial n}{\partial t} = G_n - U_n + \frac{1}{q} \nabla \cdot \mathbf{J}_n
$$

$$
\frac{\partial p}{\partial t} = G_p - U_p - \frac{1}{q} \nabla \cdot \mathbf{J}_n
$$

where, $G_n$ and $G_p$ are the electron and hole generation rates, $U_n$ and $U_p$ are the recombination rates, respectively.

The piezoelectric behavior of the material is described by a polarization vector $\mathbf{P}$.

$$
(P)_i = (e)_{ijk} (S)_{jk}
$$

Where, $S_{jk}$ is a uniform mechanical strain and $(e)_{ijk}$ is a third order piezoelectric tensor. According to conventional theory of piezoelectric and elasticity, the constitutive equation can be written as

$$
\sigma = c_F S - e^T E
$$
$D = eS + kE$  \hfill (2.5)

where $\sigma$ is the stress tensor, $E$ is the electric field, $D$ is the electric displacement, $eE$ is the elasticity tensor, and $k$ is the dielectric tensor. These equations can be applied to obtain analytical solutions and to visualize simplified charge distribution in metal-semiconductor contact in the presence of Schottky barrier as shown in Figure 2.5.

**Figure 2.5** Ideal metal–semiconductor Schottky contacts with the presence of piezoelectric charges at applied voltage $V=0$ (thermal equilibrium). (a) Space charges distribution; (b) electric field and (c) energy band diagram with the presence of piezoelectric charges. Dashed lines indicate electric field and energy band in the absence of piezoelectric charges, and the solid lines are for the cases when a piezopotential is present in the semiconductor. (adapted with permission from reference 1)
The charge distribution at metal-semiconductor (M-S) interface is shown in Figure 2.5 (a), assuming that semiconductor is \textit{n-type}. Under external strain the immobile piezo charges at semiconductor side of M-S interface modifies the Schottky barrier height and the depletion changes accordingly. Additionally, the piezopotential provides advantage in tuning the barrier height and depletion width by various magnitudes through changing the amount of strain applied on device. The carrier transport across M-S junction is dominated by majority carriers. The current density equation 2.2 can be written as\(^1\)

\[ J = J_n = q\mu_n n E + aD_n \frac{dn}{dx} \quad (2.6) \]

where,

\[ E = \frac{d\psi_i}{dx} = \frac{dE_c}{dx} \]

The solutions under forward bias, according to diffusion theory, can be obtained as\(^1\)

\[ J_n \approx J_D \exp \left( -\frac{q\Phi_{Bn}}{kT} \right) \left[ \exp \left( \frac{qV}{kT} \right) - 1 \right] \quad (2.7) \]

where,

\[ J_D = \frac{q^2 D_n N_C}{kT} \sqrt{\frac{2qN_D(\psi_{bi} - V)}{\epsilon}} \exp \left( \frac{q\Phi_{Bn}}{kT} \right) \]

\(J_D\) is the saturation current density. We can define \(J_{D0}\) as saturation current density in the absence of piezoelectric charges

\[ J_{D0} = \frac{q^2 D_n N_C}{kT} \sqrt{\frac{2qN_D(\psi_{bi0} - V)}{\epsilon}} \exp \left( \frac{q\Phi_{Bn0}}{kT} \right) \quad (2.8) \]
where, \( \psi_{bi0} \) and \( \varphi_{Bn0} \) are built-in potential and Schottky-barrier height in the absence of piezoelectric charges. In our case, the effect of piezoelectric charge can be considered as a perturbation to the conduction-band edge \( E_c \). The change in effective Schottky barrier height:

\[
\varphi_{Bn} = \varphi_{Bn0} - \frac{q^2 \rho_{piezo} W_{piezo}^2}{2 \varepsilon}
\]  

(2.9)

and current density,

\[
J_n \approx J_D \exp\left(\frac{q \rho_{piezo} W_{piezo}^2}{2 e k T}\right) \left[\exp\left(\frac{q V}{k T}\right) - 1\right]
\]  

(2.10)

This means that the current transported across the M–S interface is an exponential function of the local piezo-charges, the sign of which depends on the strain. Therefore, the current to be transported can be effectively tuned or controlled by not only the magnitude of the strain, but also by the sign of the strain (tensile vs. compressive). This is the mechanism of the piezotronic transistor for M–S case.1

### 2.2.2 Piezo-phototronic effect

In wurtzite semiconductors, such as ZnO, CdSe, GaN, InN and CdS, application of external stress result into a piezoelectric potential (piezopotential). The appearance of inner piezopotential can be effectively used as a “gate” voltage to tune/control the charge carrier generation, transport, and/or recombination processes at the vicinity of a M-S/p–n junction, and is known as piezo-phototronic effect.1 The presence of piezoelectric polarization charges at the interface/junction can significantly affect the performance of light emitting diode (LED), photodetector and solar cells. The equations governing the semiconductor and piezoelectric behavior described earlier through equations 2.1 to 2.5 can also be applied as basic governing equations to describe piezo-phototronic effect. This effect can further be elaborated considering a simple metal-\( n \)-type-semiconductor-metal piezo-phototronic photodetector. The thermionic emission theory can be adapted for the
charge carrier transport, assuming that the measurement of photon-induced current is an indication of photon intensity, which can be estimated theoretically by appropriate current density equation under forward bias:

\[ J_F = A^* T^2 e^{-\frac{q}{kT} \phi_n} \left( e^{\frac{q}{kT} V} - 1 \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

where, \( A^* \) is the Richardson constant, \( T \) is temperature, \( \phi_n \) is the effective Schottky barrier height, and \( V \) is the applied voltage across the contact. For a reversely biased metal-\textit{n-type} semiconductor junction, however the thermionic emission theory could not be accurately applied as it neglects the tunneling effects. In the particular case of reversely biased Schottky contact the thermionic field emission theory should be used to calculate the photocurrent density as an indicator of photon intensity:

\[ J = J_{sv} e^{-\frac{q}{E_0} \phi_n} e^{V_R \left( \frac{q}{kT} - \frac{q}{E_0} \right)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

where, \( J_{sv} \) is the slowly varying term regarding applied voltage and Schottky barrier change, \( V_R \) is the reverse voltage, \( q \) is electron charge, \( k \) the Boltzmann constant, and \( E_0 \) is a tunneling parameter of the same order of but larger than \( kT \). Usually \( E_0 \) is larger than \( kT \), and is constant regarding barrier height and applied voltage, so it is reasonable to assume that \( E_0 = a kT \), with \( a > 1 \), so (2.12) now becomes:

\[ J = J_{sv} e^{-\frac{q}{a kT} \phi_n} e^{V_R \frac{q}{kT} \left( \frac{1 - \frac{1}{a}}{a} \right)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

As we know that photons (\( h\nu \)) with energy greater than the band gap (\( E_g \)) of optical absorber will produce electron-hole pairs and under steady state illumination condition, the excess charge carrier concentration is constant which can be written as
\[ \Delta n = \Delta p = \tau_n G_L(I) \]  

(2.14)

where, \( n \) is the excess electron concentration and \( p \) the excess hole concentration under light illumination, \( \tau_n \) is the carrier lifetime, and \( G_L(I) \) is the rate of photon generation, which is a function of light intensity.\(^{18}\) In the absence of external bias and under equilibrium, the Fermi level of metal was aligned to Fermi level of semiconductor which is no more a valid case under photoexcitation as the excess charge carriers generated by photoexcitation results in splitting of previously aligned Fermi levels into two quasi Fermi levels for electrons and holes accordingly.\(^{19}\) As long as the photoexcitation is steady these quasi levels are preserved and can be described for electrons \( (E_{F_n}) \) and holes \( (E_{F_p}) \) as follows:

\[ E_{F_n} = E_F + kT \ln \left( \frac{n_0 + \Delta n}{n_0} \right) \]  

(2.15)

\[ E_{F_p} = E_F - kT \ln \left( \frac{p_0 + \Delta p}{p_0} \right) \]  

(2.16)

A slight modification in equation 2.9 provides a way to quantify the change in magnitude of Schottky barrier height by piezo charges and is written as:

\[ \Delta \varphi_{\text{piezo}} = -\frac{1}{2e} \rho_{\text{piezo}} W_{\text{piezo}}^2 \]  

(2.17)

where, \( \rho_{\text{piezo}} \) is the density of the strain-induced piezo-charges at nanowire side of the metal–semiconductor junction, and \( W_{\text{piezo}} \) is the width of the piezo-polar charge distribution adjacent to the interface.\(^1\)

As mentioned in section 2.2.1, polarization charges produced as a result of elastic deformation are immobile and mostly remain localized at the ends of the nanowire-metal interface, shown in Figure 2.6 (a). It should be noted that the entire description of the piezo theory considers
wurtzite semiconductors as a prerequisite and some of these nanowire single crystals, such as ZnO, CdSe and GaN, preferentially grow along c-axis, the axis along which stress is applied.

\[ P = e_{33}s_{33} = \rho_{\text{piezo1}}W_{\text{piezo1}} = -\rho_{\text{piezo2}}W_{\text{piezo2}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)

where, \( e_{33} \) is piezoelectric constant, and \( s_{33} \) denotes the strain along the c- axis, \( \rho_{\text{piezo1}} \) is the density of the strain-induced piezo-charges at contact 1, and \( \rho_{\text{piezo2}} \) is the density of the strain-induced

**Fig. 2.6** Illustration of ideal metal–semiconductor–metal structures with the presence of piezo-charges and photon generated charges. (a) Space charge distribution and corresponding (b) energy band diagram in the presence of piezo charges and photo generated charges. Dashed lines stand for original barriers without strain nor photoexcitation. The solid line is the finally tuned band structure by the piezo-charges, with one end being lifted up and one side being lowered. (adapted with permission from reference 1)
piezo-charges at contact 2. The change in Schottky barrier height resulting from photoexcitation under steady state and piezo polarization charges can be combined together for quantification purposes:

$$\Delta \varphi_n = -\frac{1}{2e} p_{\text{piezo}} W_{\text{piezo}}^2 - \frac{kT}{q} \ln\left(\frac{n_0 + \Delta n}{n_0}\right)$$

(2.19)

giving rise to modified barrier height,

$$\varphi_n = \varphi_{n0} + \Delta \varphi_n$$

(2.20)

where, $\varphi_{n0}$ is the magnitude of Schottky barrier height prior to strain or steady state photoexcitation. The total electron only current density across a forward biased Schottky contact is:

$$J_n = J_{n0} \left(\frac{n_0 + \Delta n}{n_0}\right) \exp\left(\frac{q}{kT} \frac{1}{2e} p_{\text{piezo}} W_{\text{piezo}}^2\right)$$

(2.21)

where, $J_{n0}$ is the current density in the absence of photoexcitation or external strain, and

$$J_{n0} = A^* T^2 e^{-\frac{q}{kT} \varphi_{n0}} \left(e^{\frac{q}{kT} V} - 1\right)$$

It should also be noted that the sign of polarization charges depend on the direction of strain (compressive or tensile), appearance of piezo charges can enhance or inhibit the photo excited charge carrier generation and their transport across junction.

### 2.3 Coupling of piezoelectric-semiconducting and magnetic properties

The coupling of piezoelectric and semiconducting materials electrical and optical properties have been extensively studied in the past decade that resulted in the novel physics of piezotronics and piezo-phototronics. Many useful device concepts such as piezotronic transistor,20-22 photodetectors,23-27 solar cells28,29 etc. have been successfully demonstrated which opens up new
directions of exploring functional devices based on combination of intrinsic properties or external effects such as strain, electric field or magnetic field.

For instance, a recent study investigates the effect of high strength external electric field on the performance of single ZnO nanowire based piezotronic device.\textsuperscript{30} Findings of this study suggests that piezotronic effect which arises from the coupling of intrinsic piezoelectric and semiconducting properties experiences dramatic changes under external electric field and the carrier transport across Schottky contact can be significantly altered by changing electric field strength. In a similar way, it can be anticipated that external magnetic field should also have similar effects on carrier transport across Schottky contacted metal-semiconductor device though the effect may not be as significant. The effect of external magnetic field has been, to some extent, studied in magnetotransistor theoretically by modelling of magnetic field induced conductivity modulation under constant direction of magnetic field.\textsuperscript{31} It was found that the electron and hole distribution changes under the action of Lorentz force resulting in electron and hole concentration to either grow or drop, especially near junction region, depending on sensitivity and affecting the recombination rates accordingly. The effect of a magnetic field on the carrier flow along the region of the bulk charge at the junction induces the Lorentz force deflecting the carriers either toward or away from the junction. The Lorentz force and the force of the bulk charge electric field can be added or subtracted, which leads to redistribution of the concentrations of carriers on the bulk charge area boundary. The magneto concentration effect of modulation of charge carriers in the region of the metal-semiconductor junction determines the current variation along with other sensitivity mechanisms. Apart from the governing effect of carrier deflection under the action of the Lorentz force, the sensitivity of the device is affected by the variations in the distribution of
the injected carriers near the emitter in the high density current region and the corresponding variation in bulk recombination. When a current with density $J$ flows along the M-S junction:

$$F_L = J \times B$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

the Lorentz force $F_L$ occurs in the magnetic field with magnetic flux density $B$ and affects the charge carrier flow perpendicular to the junction. The modulation magnitude is dependent on current density $I_C$, channel length $L_C$ and width $W_C$.

$$J_C = \frac{I_C}{(L_C \times W_C)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.23)

Under thermal equilibrium the electric field in the area sufficiently distant from the junction regions is negligible, therefore the total charge per square unit in the proximity of the junctions is equal in magnitude and opposite in polarity. Considering a metal-$n$-type semiconductor junction, the majority carriers being electrons it can be approximated that Lorentz force predominantly deflects electrons, the current density from majority carrier electrons in the magnetic field can be described as:

$$J_n = q\mu_n \left( nE + \frac{kT}{q} \frac{dn}{dx} \right) + J_n \perp \theta_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.24)

where, $J_n \perp$ is component perpendicular to the magnetic field and $\theta_n$ is determined by mobility, concentration and the Hall constant, which can be described as

$$\tan \theta_n = q\mu_n nR_h(B)n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.25)

Limiting the consideration only by the drift current component:

$$E_n = J_n \perp R_h(B)n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.26)

and,
\begin{align*}
x_n(H) &= x_n(0) - J_n R_h(B) n \frac{\varepsilon}{q N_D} \\
|E_M| &= q N_D \frac{x_n - x_p[H]}{\varepsilon}
\end{align*}

where, \( E_M \) is the maximum electric field value attained at \( x=0 \) due to deflection of charge carrier near junction region, \( x_n, x_p \) is the thickness of the bulk charge across semiconductor-metal side, respectively. For the particular case of metal-n-type semiconductor junction it is reasonable to assume that minority holes do not contribute to current significantly and can safely be neglected. Thus, in a magnetic field the conductive layers are formed close to the junction’s bulk charge and the contact potential difference of the junction changes. Altogether, this leads to a change in the current flowing from across the interface.

### 2.4 Conclusion

The theoretical framework described in this chapter focusses on three major aspects namely, piezotronic, piezo-phototronic and piezo-magneto-phototronic fundamentals and are highlighted through basic mathematical formulations considering the semiconducting and piezoelectric properties inherently exhibited by wurtzite crystal structure. The mathematical formulation also clearly describes the coupling mechanism of semiconducting and piezoelectric property leading to observation of piezotronic and piezo-phototronic effect which is responsible for achieving enhanced device performance. The effect of external magnetic field on dynamic state of charge carrier transport and coupling of Lorentz force with piezotronic and piezo-phototronic effect opens up new research direction for realizing multiple functionalities from a single device. However, the field of piezo-photo-magnetotronic is still in infancy and continued research efforts are expected to understand the basic mechanism thoroughly and to enrich the viable device applications beyond proof of concept demonstrations achieved from our group.
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3.1 Introduction

One dimensional nanostructures of non-centrosymmetric semiconducting crystals have been investigated for their potential applications in mechanical to electrical energy harvesters to power micro/nano systems. A mechanical deformation in non-centrosymmetric piezoelectric crystals produces piezopotential that could drive the flow of electron through external circuit converting mechanical energy into electrical energy. The conversion of mechanical into electrical energy was first demonstrated for ZnO nanowire array by scanning AFM tip over individual nanowires. Subsequently, the energy conversion was also achieved from 3D ZnO nanowire array by using Pt coated zigzag Silicon electrode mimicking AFM tip to have more nanowires in parallel contact to achieve higher currents and hence improved power output, which makes it even more suitable for practical applications. Recent studies have also shown that semiconducting, optical and piezoelectric properties can be combined together resulting into observation of novel phenomena that could influence the charge carrier generation, separation, recombination and transport and is termed as piezotronic and piezo-phototronic effect. One dimensional nanostructures are especially attractive for piezo-phototronic device application in view of their large surface area and excellent unidirectional charge carrier transport and proof of concept has been demonstrated in fabricating a single ZnO micro-/nanowire based UV photodetector with enhanced photosensing performance, and also in tuning and improving the performance of light emitting devices. It has been found that inner piezopotential appearing as a result of elastic structural deformation creates polarization charges which can tune the metal-semiconductor-
metal (M-S-M) junction properties by lowering (positive polarity) or raising (negative polarity) the valence (VBM) and conduction band (CBM) edge and hence the charge carrier transport across the junction. From the same principle, it is anticipated that energy conversion and piezo-phototronic effect can be realized in core/shell systems composed of non-centrosymmetric materials as well, that could open up new avenues for potential technological applications.

Particularly in type-II core/shell nanowires, the carrier lifetime can be dramatically increased through separation of electrons and holes in different conducting channels provided by the core/shell nanowire geometry.\textsuperscript{11,12} Additionally, in core/shell nanowires photo-absorption and carrier transport takes place in an orthogonal direction, thereby reducing recombination and scattering losses and, as a result, improving quantum efficiency.\textsuperscript{13-16} This strategy was effectively employed to enhance the broad-band photodetection response in a single ZnO/CdS core/shell nanowire device.\textsuperscript{17} Regarding the core/shell architecture, three dimensional (3D) core/shell nanowire arrays provides additional advantages over single nanowire-based devices owing to their unique features, such as a large surface area, excellent multichannel charge transport, and enhanced light absorption through light trapping and scattering\textsuperscript{18,19} and the same was used to realize a 3D ZnO/CdS core/shell, micro-/nanowire-based, UV/visible photodetector.\textsuperscript{20} Based on these findings it can be envisaged that piezo-electric filed created in wurtzite nanowire core in core/shell nanowires can be effectively used to enhance the photosensing response. Notably, a high quality interface between core and shell is crucial to inhibit interfacial recombination in addition to optimal charge carrier separation that could result into higher quantum efficiency.

CdSe and ZnTe are important II-VI semiconductor material having application in variety of optoelectronic devices such as photodetectors, solar cells, transistors and field-emitters etc. Apparently, CdSe and ZnTe are excellent candidates for heteroepitaxial junction formation in view of their small lattice mismatch, similar thermal expansion coefficient and type-II band alignment. The type-II alignment gives rise to an effective band gap of 1.1 eV as required for maximal absorption of the solar spectrum. More interestingly, it was found that ZnTe shell grows epitaxially on CdSe core, implying that the wurtzite core induces the crystallization of ZnTe in the wurtzite form which, so far, is known to crystallize in zinc blend structure at room temperature. Recent reports have also shown nanogenerators based on array of CdSe nanowires along with observation of piezo-phototronic effect in single CdSe nanowire which makes it an ideal candidate as core material in core-shell nanowire systems to investigate the piezo-phototronic effect in CdSe/ZnTe core-shell photodetectors. It is reasonable to believe that a 3D architecture of CdSe/ZnTe core-shell nanowire array could boost the overall efficiency of the photodetector by improving absorption/trapping of sunlight more efficiently and by efficient charge transport across epitaxial interface.

3.2 Experimental

Synthesis of CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array was done via a two-step process. Firstly, CdSe nanowire array was grown on muscovite mica (Pelco® Mica Sheets, grade V5) substrate by chemical vapor deposition. Secondly, as grown CdSe nanowire array on mica substrate was transferred into a home built pulsed laser deposition system. Figure 3.1 represents the detailed schematics of the two step synthetic process involving CDV and PLD.
3.2.1 CVD growth of CdSe nanowire array on mica

CdSe target was prepared by cold pressing the CdSe powder to obtain target which was used for deposition of textured CdSe seed layer. Freshly cleaved muscovite mica substrate was then loaded into electron beam evaporation system (K. J. Lesker, PVD75) and a 50-100 nm thin film of CdSe was grown at a substrate temperature of 380 °C followed by spontaneous cooling to room temperature. The as deposited substrate was then coated with a 3 nm gold (Au) layer by DC sputtering (Cressington coating system, 308R), which serves as a catalyst for the nanowire array growth via vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth mechanism. The substrate was transferred in a 1 inch split zone tube furnace (Lindberg Blue M) consisting of 0.1 gram of CdSe powder loaded into alumina crucible and positioned in the center of the furnace as seen in Figure 3.1 (a). The tube was pumped down to 30 mTorr and purged by Ar/H₂ mixture several times before it was backfilled to atmospheric pressure by Ar/H₂ mixture. The temperature was ramped up to 750 °C @ 40 °C/minute and reaction was carried out for a total of 1 hour during which Ar/H₂ ambient was consistently maintained by 200 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) Ar/H₂ flow. It should be noted that the textured CdSe film on muscovite mica substrate is crucial to achieve quasi aligned nanowire array growth in conjunction with the gold (Au) catalyst which controls the diameter of the individual nanowire in the array. The nanowire array was deposited on substrate in downstream low temperature region and was taken out at room temperature after spontaneous cooling was complete.

3.2.2 CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array by PLD

In order to synthesize CdSe/ZnTe core-shell nanowires, the muscovite mica substrate with as-grown CdSe nanowire array was transferred into a home built pulsed laser deposition system depicted in Figure 3.1 (b). Cold pressed pellet of ZnTe powder (99.95%, Alfa Aesar) was used as
the deposition source. The distance between the ZnTe target and mica substrate was measured as 25 mm. The quartz chamber was pumped down to 30 mTorr and the temperature was ramped up to 350 °C @ 20 °C/minute. Nd:YAG laser (LOTIS-TII, LS2147) with fundamental harmonic of 1064 nm was used to ablate the target at an energy flux of 360 mJ/cm² with a frequency of 5 Hz. The ablation was performed for 10-15 min, and the final product was collected for structural and optical characterization and device fabrication.

Figure 3.1 Schematics of (a) CdSe nanowire array synthesis by CVD and (b) CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire by PLD.
3.2.3 Materials characterization

Structural characterization of CdSe and CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array was performed by Carl Zeiss 1530 variable pressure (VP) field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) operated at 10 kV, and an FEI Tecnai F20-UT high-resolution transmission electron microscope (FETEM) equipped with a nanoprobe energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDS).

3.2.4 Device fabrication and measurements

A photodetector was fabricated by positioning a silver (Ag) coated polyester grating on top of an as-synthesized CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array on mica substrate to achieve optimal bending of the perpendicular core/shell nanowires. A detailed schematic of device integration and the measurement configuration is shown in Figure 3.2. Briefly, as-synthesized CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowires array was coated by a thin layer of PMMA (~2 µm) to avoid a possible short circuit and to provide structural integrity. A thin polyester sheet with a parallel lined grating containing 12700 lines/inch (Edmund Optics) (see the inset of Figure 3.2) was sputter coated with a 100 nm thin Ag layer that functions as a top electrode. The pitch and trough of the grating, 1 µm and 0.6 µm, respectively is enough to accommodate nanowires to promote bending when compressional load is applied. Cu leads with silver paste were connected to bottom textured CdSe film and top electrode for carrying electrical measurements. A typical device photograph is shown in Figure 3.3 (a) with dimensional details displaying a typical device area of ~15 mm². In order to investigate the broad band optical absorption behavior of the photodetector, we performed wide range (300-800 nm) UV-Vis absorption measurements, presented in Figure 3.3 (b) in addition to the discrete wavelength measurements performed at three different excitation sources (UV, Blue, Green). Specifically, UV/Visible absorption spectrum (Figure 3.3 (b)) was collected on bare muscovite mica substrate, mica/CdSe film and mica/CdSe film/CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire
array. No absorption was observed for bare mica between 350-800 nm wavelengths, and the absorption for mica/CdSe film is significantly lower than that of core/shell nanowire array, which confirms that absorption predominantly takes place in the core/shell nanowire array. The electrical measurements were carried out using low noise current pre-amplifier (SR-570), and a source meter (Keithley 2401) coupled with computer interface.

Figure 3.2 Schematics of the device configuration and measurement set-up, (a-c) Preparation of substrate for CdSe nanowire array growth, (d) Perpendicular CdSe nanowire array grown by CVD, (e) CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array achieved by pulsed laser ablation of ZnTe shell, (f) PMMA layer spin coating, (g) Device positioned on PVC board with illumination source underneath and connected to measurement system (inset is a cross sectional view of the assembled device).
3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Structure characterization

Figure 3.4 (a) shows a typical low magnification FESEM image of a CdSe nanowire array grown on muscovite mica substrate by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method. The nanowires are well aligned and are oriented perpendicular to the substrate resulting from the bottom textured CdSe seed layer. They have a length around 5 μm and a diameter around 200 nm. Gold (Au) nanocatalysts are visible at each nanowire end, thereby implying the characteristic vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth mechanism.

Figure 3.3 (a) a photograph of a typical prototype device. The dashed white rectangle (3mm×5mm) represents the area in which CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire is grown. A 100 nm Ag coated polyester grating as top electrode is positioned on top of core/shell nanowire array, (b) UV-Vis absorption profile of a muscovite mica substrate, mica/CdSe thin film and CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array. The results indicate that light absorption occurs predominately in the nanowire array.
The nanowire aspect ratios (length/diameter) were maintained between 20 to 30 in order to provide the necessary rigidity to withstand incoming ZnTe vapor flux, generated from the subsequent laser ablation process. As shown in the Figure 3.4 (a), the rational density of nanowires was obtained by carefully controlling the Au catalyst’s layer thickness, thus ensuring an optimal ZnTe shell layer coating on the CdSe nanowires with minimized shadow effect.

**Figure 3.4** Morphology and structural analysis of CdSe and CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire arrays, (a) Low magnification SEM image of a CdSe nanowire array, (b) Low magnification SEM image of a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array, (c) HRTEM image of a single CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire and (d) a lateral energy dispersive (EDS) line scan across a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire that demonstrates characteristic core/shell elemental peaks.
Apparently, the diameter of CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowires, as seen in Figure 3.4 (b), increases slightly compared to bare CdSe nanowires in Figure 3.4 (a) as a result of ZnTe shell layer deposition. A HRTEM image of a single CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire (Figure 3.4 (c)) reveals good epitaxial growth of the ZnTe shell on the CdSe core nanowire as previously reported. A lateral energy dispersive X-ray (EDS) line scan across the CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire clearly demonstrates a characteristic core/shell elemental distribution (Figure 3.4 (d)), further confirming the successful synthesis of a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array with an abrupt, nearly lattice-matched interface.

3.3.2 CdSe/ZnTe Core/Shell Nanowire Array Photodetector

3.3.2.1 Photodetector Under Blue Light Illumination

The performance of a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell photodetector under blue illumination (λ = 465 nm) is presented in Figure 3.5. A typical dark I-V response and under different illumination densities is displayed in Figure 3.5 (a), the device photo-current reached 0.71 μA, which is about a 20-fold improvement compared to the dark current value of 0.03 μA with an applied bias of 1.8V and 3.0 mW cm\(^{-2}\) illumination density. The sensitivity of the photodetector, defined as \(\frac{I_{\text{light}} - I_{\text{dark}}}{I_{\text{dark}}}\), is found to be \(\sim 2.27 \times 10^3 \%\) under 3.0 mW cm\(^{-2}\), which is an order of magnitude higher than the best performance of previously reported heterojunction photodetectors, such as P3HT:CdSe\(^{34}\) and n-CdSe/p-Cu\(_2\)O.\(^{35}\) Additionally, there is no obvious saturation under a wide range of illumination densities, which range from 0.3 to 3.0 mW cm\(^{-2}\).

This makes the device functional between low to high illumination, which is a critical feature for industrial application. The photocurrent’s dependence upon the illumination density is illustrated in Figure 3.5 (b). Figure 3.5 (c) shows the photodetector’s on-off current response under blue illumination (λ = 465 nm). The device quickly attains its peak current value, and shows a
response speed as high as 0.1s, which is an order of magnitude higher than a reported ZnTe nanowire-based photodetector.\textsuperscript{36} The improved response stems from increased photo-absorption and electron transport in the CdSe core. It is also observed that the off-current decays slowly, which was attributed to the persistent photocurrent arising from charged surface trap states, and is an effect previously found in other binary semiconductor nanowires.\textsuperscript{37-40}

![Figure 3.5](image)

**Figure 3.5.** (a) $I$-$V$ measurements of a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array device under blue (465 nm) light illumination at variable intensities, (b) Absolute current of the device with respect to intensity, (c) On-off response of the device at a bias of 1.8 V and under blue illumination, (d) Photon responsivity of the device relative to the intensity density of the blue (465 nm) excitation source and bias voltage of 1.8 V.
The performance of a photodetector is also determined by its total responsivity,\textsuperscript{41} as shown in Figure 3.5 (d), which is defined as

\[ R = \frac{I_{\text{light}} - I_{\text{dark}}}{P_{\text{ill}}} \]

\[ P_{\text{ill}} = I_{\text{ill}} \cdot A, \]

where \( I_{\text{light}} \) and \( I_{\text{dark}} \) are currents when the photodetector is under illumination and in the dark respectively. \( P_{\text{ill}}, I_{\text{ill}}, \) and \( A \) are the excitation power, illumination density, and the active/illuminated device area respectively. The calculated responsivity of a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell photodetector under 0.3 mW cm\(^{-2}\) of blue excitation (\( \lambda = 465 \)) is 1.6 mA W\(^{-1}\), which is comparable with other heterojunction photodetectors.\textsuperscript{42-44} The decrease in responsivity at higher illumination densities can be attributed to hole-trapping saturation and a transparent Schottky barrier at higher illumination densities.\textsuperscript{7,32}

3.3.2.2 Photodetector Under Green and UV Light Illumination

Similar \( I-V \) measurements were also performed under green (\( \lambda = 520 \text{ nm} \), Figure 3.6) and UV illumination (\( \lambda = 385 \text{ nm} \), Figure 3.7) to investigate the wide spectral responses of the photodetector. The detailed measurements are summarized in Figure 3.6 for green illumination and 3.7 for UV illumination. The measurements under green and UV illumination show an increase in absolute current from 0.03\( \mu \text{A} \) to 0.18 \( \mu \text{A} \) (3.24 mW cm\(^{-2}\), 1.8V bias) and 0.13 \( \mu \text{A} \) (1.32 mW cm\(^{-2}\), 1.8V bias), respectively. The significant increase in absolute current (an order of magnitude under blue, a 6-fold increase under green, and more than a 4-fold increase under UV) can be attributed to the epitaxial interface in a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array, which leads to significantly reduced recombination and scattering losses. Additionally, it can be seen that the response speed of the device is well preserved (0.1s) as observed under blue light illumination,
which indicates that the CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array photodetector has a fast and saturation free response under a wide optical range from 385 to 520 nm and illumination densities, e.g. from 0.04 (\(\lambda = 385\) nm) to 3.24 mW cm\(^{-2}\) (\(\lambda = 520\) nm).

**Figure 3.6** (a) I-V measurements of a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array device under green (520 nm) illumination at variable intensities, (b) Absolute current of the device with respect to intensity, (c) On-off response of the device at a bias of 1.8 V and under a blue excitation source, (d) Photon responsivity of the device relative to intensity of a green excitation source.
To further investigate the piezo-phototronic effect in the CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array photodetector’s performance, the device was subjected to compressive loads ranging from 0.05 to 0.30 kgf under blue, green and UV illumination. Figure 3.8 (a) displays the device I-V measurements under dark, blue (λ = 465 nm), green (λ = 520 nm) and UV (λ = 385 nm) illumination without applied loads where current increases with increasing excitation frequency.
Figure 3.8 (a) $I$-$V$ characteristic of CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array device under blue, green and UV illumination, (b-d) A typical $I$-$V$ for a CdSe/ZnTe core/shell array device under different compressive loads and blue, green and UV illumination, respectively, (e) Absolute current of the device relative to compressive load under blue, green and UV illumination, (f) Change in responsivity of the device subjected to load differences and constant illumination, where $R_0$ is the responsivity at zero load.
Figure 3.8 (b) represents the $I$-$V$ measurements at different loads, e.g. from 0 to 0.3 kgf under blue illumination, and the observed peak current increases from 0.71 μA without load to its maximum of 125 μA at 0.25 kgf load, where a significant two orders of magnitude change can be observed. To investigate the performance of the device under a wide spectral range, similar $I$-$V$ measurements were performed under green and UV light illumination with identical compressive loads (as the blue excitation source), which are shown in Figure 3.8 (c-d). The photocurrent reached its maximum value of 83 μA (Figure 3.8 (c)) and 51 μA (Figure 3.8 (d)) at 0.25 kgf compared to no load values of 0.18 μA and 0.13 μA (Figure 3.8 (a)) for green and UV illumination respectively. Generally, a sequential increment in photocurrent with increasing compressive loads from 0.05 to 0.25 kgf can also be seen. Figure 3.8 (e) is the variation of peak photocurrents relative to different compressive loads from 0.05 kgf to 0.30 kgf, representing an increasing tendency of the photocurrent until 0.25kgf. However, it was found that the photocurrents could not be further enhanced when compressive loads are over 0.25 kgf, as shown; photocurrents decreased once the load is 0.3 kgf. The $I$-$V$ measurements were repeated for several cycles and showed reproducible results and steady performance. Therefore, structural degradation of the nanowire array as a source of the photocurrent decrease can be ruled out.

The reduced photocurrent is similar to the previously reported behavior of a single CdSe nanowire,\textsuperscript{20} and can be explained by a theoretical model based on band bending at the CdSe/ZnTe interface under the influence of the piezo-potential, which will be discussed subsequently. The (%) change in responsivity ($\Delta R = (R_{\text{Load}}-R_0)/R_0 \times 100$) of the CdSe/ZnTe core/shell photodetector at compressive loads of 0.05 to 0.3 kgf is shown in Figure 3.8 (f) as well. The calculated (%) change in responsivity between illuminated samples with an applied load of 0.25 kgf and without an external load and under 1.8V bias results in a change of four orders of magnitude. The variation in
responsivity is remarkably high for this 3D, II-VI type-II core/shell nanowire array, which makes it an ideal candidate for a piezo-phototronic effect enhanced photodetector.

3.4 Working mechanism of piezo-phototronic photodetector

The improved photodetector performance under compressive load can be explained by a theoretical model based on the relative band alignment and its modification under the influence of piezopotential at the Ag-ZnTe and type-II, ZnTe/CdSe interfaces. As previously reported,\textsuperscript{10} a wurtzite CdSe nanowire undergoing lateral bending generates positive and negative piezopotential at the stretched (tensile) and compressed sides, respectively, of the nanowire surface.

Figure 3.9 (a) represents the COMSOL simulated piezo-potential distribution in cross sectional x-y plane perpendicular to z-axis (c-axis, growth direction) CdSe nanowire, whereas figure 3.9 (b) represents the piezo-potential distribution under same compressional load along x-z plane, which is longitudinal to c-axis of wurtzite CdSe crystal structure. Color code scheme

![Figure 3.9](image)
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**Figure 3.9** Cross sectional view of the piezo-potential distribution, (a) along the x-y plane (nanowire diameter), (b) along the x-z plane (longitudinal or growth axis - the color scale shows the potential distribution.)
depicting the magnitude of piezopotential under external load represents the variation in magnitude of piezo-potential across x-y and x-z cross sectional plane which results in localization of electrons and holes in red and blue colored area in CdSe core and ZnTe shell, respectively. The charge carrier localization may partially screen the positive polarity piezo charges in CdSe core and negative polarity piezo charges in ZnTe shell, however the reverse polarity in each core and shell remains unaffected. This localized piezopotential then modifies the local Schottky barrier height at the Ag-ZnTe and ZnTe-CdSe interfaces, which controls the charge carrier transport and separation at the interface through the piezo-phototronic effect.

At equilibrium conditions, it is assumed that no net charge transfer takes place at the CdSe/ZnTe interface due to the staggered band alignment resulting from ZnTe’s low-lying Fermi level, and a high electron transport barrier going from CdSe to ZnTe. When a Ag metal electrode is brought in contact with the ZnTe surface, a net diffusion current flows from ZnTe to the metal side resulting in ZnTe’s Fermi level moving to lower energy; this also results into a lowering of the CdSe Fermi level (Figure 3.10 (a)).$^{45,46}$ Once equilibrium is established, the majority diffusion current is retarded due to Schottky barrier created at the Ag-ZnTe interface. However, this barrier height can be tuned either by applying an external voltage or by modifying the inner piezopotential created in the non-centrosymmetric crystal structure under mechanical deformation, e.g. applying a load.
Upon illumination, the photo-generated electron-hole pairs momentarily shift the Fermi level slightly upwards for the thinner (~ 20 nm) ZnTe shell since ZnTe has a weak thickness-limited photo absorption compared to the thicker CdSe core, where moderate Fermi level lowering takes place due to greater absorption in the thicker (~ 200 nm), CdSe core (Figure 3.10 (b)). This Fermi level redistribution gives rise to photocurrent and, at fixed excitation wavelength, increases with increasing illumination density as observed in illumination density dependent $I$-$V$ measurements (Figure 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 (a)). When the nanowires are bent under an external load, the appearance of a positive piezopotential at the tensile surface reduces the Schottky barrier height (Figure 3.10 (c)) at the Ag-ZnTe interface, which leads to increased minority carrier diffusion electrons from ZnTe and holes from CdSe flow through the interface. The magnitude of the

**Figure 3.10** Schematic band alignment of the Ag/ZnTe/CdSe structure. a) At equilibrium. b) Under illumination only. c) Under simultaneous application of compressive load and illumination. d) Under a compressive load of more than 0.25 kgf.
piezopotential is dependent on the degree of mechanical deformation, therefore higher current flows at increased compressive loads.

However, when the compressive strain is higher than a threshold value, which is 0.25 kgf in our system, it can raise the valence band edge of CdSe above ZnTe’s valence band edge, as shown in Figure 3.10 (d), creating hole trapping states that lead to a decrease in the total current, as observed for 0.3 kgf load. The piezopotential lowering of the barrier height at the Ag-ZnTe interface and photo-excitation causing relative Fermi level redistribution create, in conjunction, a favorable situation for higher charge carrier injection between the Ag-ZnTe and ZnTe/CdSe interface (Figure 3.10 (d)) is created. It should be noted that unidirectional charge carrier injection, a combined effect of the piezopotential and photo-excitation, is greatly enhanced owing to the epitaxial nature of the CdSe/ZnTe interface, thereby resulting in higher peak current and a remarkably high responsivity change under simultaneous employment of load and illumination.

3.5 Conclusion

In summary, a broadband photodetector based on a type-II, epitaxially-grown CdSe/ZnTe heterojunction core/shell nanowire array has been successfully integrated. The epitaxial nature of the interface plays an important role as manifested by a high responsivity and significant sensitivity even at low illumination densities. The device performance is greatly enhanced by simultaneous application of compressive load and illumination owing to the piezo-phototronic effect. Two orders of magnitude change in the absolute current along with four orders of magnitude change in responsivity has been achieved, which is the highest increment observed so far. This investigation demonstrates the enhanced piezo-phototronic effect in a group II-VI, heterojunction, core/shell nanowire array fabricated as a photodetector.
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Chapter 4 Piezo-phototronic photodetector based on fully wide band gap type-II core/shell nanowire array

4.1 Introduction

Piezo-phototronic effect, a word coined in 2010,\textsuperscript{1} arises from the coupling of semiconducting, optical and piezoelectric properties which can play a crucial role in the ability to tune/control charge carrier generation, separation, transport and/or recombination at an interface/junction.\textsuperscript{2} The inner piezopotential, generated due to strain in non-centrosymmetric wurtzite semiconducting crystal, is the underlying mechanism resulting in improved performance of optoelectronic devices, provided that the material selection/combination and device design can enable the coupling in a favorable manner.\textsuperscript{3} This concept was first demonstrated successfully in a single ZnO micro-/nanowire based ultraviolet (UV) photodetector\textsuperscript{4} to increase the responsivity of the device by more than 500% under nominal (-0.36\%) uniaxial compressive strain. In spite of excellent semiconducting and piezoelectric properties, application of ZnO as a photodetector is limited to the UV region only owing to its wide band gap (E\textsubscript{g} \textasciitilde 3.2 eV). Therefore, for more practical ZnO based piezo-phototronic photo sensing devices, it is critical to overcome the restriction imposed by the wide band gap which can be done by forming a heterostructure, more specifically, a core/shell structure, to achieve sufficient photo absorption in a broader spectral region.

This strategy does not only allow the efficient use of intrinsic materials properties of individual components, but also improves the charge carrier collection favored by radial geometry where electrons and holes are spatially confined in different conducting channels particularly in type-II heterostructures,$^{5,6}$ resulting in reduced recombination losses.$^{7-9}$ One such device based on single ZnO/CdS core/shell micro/nanowire$^{10}$ extends the photodetection to visible region in which uniaxial compressive strain can further improve device performance. These promising attributes of core/shell nanowires can be further augmented in three dimensional arrays where photo absorption is enhanced by the trapping and re-scattering of incident photons.$^{11}$ Additionally, in nanowire arrays simultaneous multi-channel charge transport facilitates efficient collection of photo generated electron-hole pairs thereby leading to improved quantum efficiency$^{12,13}$ which, when combined with piezo-phototronic effect opens up new avenues for achieving largely enhanced device performance.$^{14}$ These features of three dimensional core/shell nanowire arrays have been successfully employed in realizing the UV/visible photodetector based on carbon fiber/ZnO/CdS double shell microwire$^{15}$ and recently, in optical-fiber-nanowire hybrid structure$^{16}$ suggesting that three dimensional core/shell nanowire arrays are a very promising candidate for piezo-phototronic device applications.

As an important piezoelectric semiconductor, ZnO has been extensively investigated for application in nanogenerators,$^{17,18}$ electroluminescent$^{19}$ and self-powered sensing devices,$^{20,21}$ proving its adaptability to various applications. It has also been reported that ZnO nanowire can serve as a template to grow a nearly epitaxial ZnS shell layer with an abrupt interface, forming type-II heterojunction.$^{22}$ An earlier work, based on band-corrected pseudopotential density functional theory calculation,$^{23}$ reports an indirect band gap of ~2.07 eV for type-II transition in ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowires corresponding to Shockley-Quiesser efficiency limit of 23%, which
implies its potential towards photosensing device applications. In spite of numerous synthesis efforts for ZnO/ZnS heterostructure formations, theoretical predictions about sufficient photo absorption as required by photosensing devices, so far, a prototype photosensing device based on three dimensional ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array is still lacking. In present work, we demonstrate an efficient and highly sensitive broad band UV/Visible photodetector based on fully wide band gap, three dimensional (3D) ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array in which the type-II transition plays a crucial role. More importantly, the device efficiency can be further improved, at least, by an order of magnitude rendering three orders of increase in relative responsivity by piezo-phototronic effect.

4.2 Experimental

Synthesis of ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array was done via a two-step process. Firstly, ZnO nanowire array was grown on SiO$_2$ passivated ITO/glass (CG80IN, Delta Technologies LTD) substrate by chemical vapor deposition. Secondly, as grown ZnO nanowire array on ITO/glass substrate was transferred into a home built pulsed laser deposition system. Figure 3.1 represents the detailed schematics of the two step synthetic process involving CDV and PLD.

4.2.1 CVD growth of ZnO nanowire array on ITO/glass substrate

ZnO nanowire array was synthesized on SiO$_2$ passivated indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrate by thermal evaporation of Zn powder (99.9%, metals basis, Alfa Aesar) in a three zone quartz tube furnace (GSL-1400X, MTI Corp). Initially, 10×10 mm ITO/glass substrate were cleaned by immersing in acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and deionized water (DI) each for 60 seconds in ultrasonic bath in the order of acetone/IPA/DI water. Substrates were taken out of the ultrasonic bath and were washed by copious amounts of flowing DI water followed by blow drying under Nitrogen (N$_2$). This standard substrate cleaning procedure is critical in order to remove dusts,
lint and grease deposited on it and to facilitate more uniform nanowire coverage on larger areas. Freshly prepared 15 mM seed solution of zinc acetate dehydrate (Zn(CH$_3$COO)$_2$·2H$_2$O) in DI water was drop casted on the conductive side and blow dried by Nitrogen (N$_2$). This process was repeated several times in order to ensure uniform coverage of seed solution followed by air heating at 500 °C to convert Zn(CH$_3$COO)$_2$·2H$_2$O into ZnO seeds. 4g of Zn powder was loaded in alumina crucible and positioned at the center of the three zone tube furnace. The SiO$_2$ passivated ITO/glass substrate was positioned at 25 cm downstream in the second zone of the furnace. The substrate distance from the central zone is crucial to achieve optimum density, length and diameter of ZnO nanowires. Quartz tube was evacuated to 30 mTorr using rough pump and was back filled by pure Ar and the process was repeated several times to eliminate residual gases from the tube. The temperatures of the first and second zones were ramped to 900 °C and 550 °C under 350 standard cubic centimeter (sccm) Ar/O$_2$ (6:1) flow for a total reaction time of 1 hour and tube pressure was maintained at 50 mTorr by controlling the pumping rate. After reaction was complete, the furnace was cooled down to room temperature naturally and ZnO nanowires were formed in a white layer on ITO substrate.

4.2.2 ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array by PLD

In order to synthesize ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array, the ITO substrate with ZnO nanowire array was transferred to a home built pulsed laser deposition system (PLD) as described previously. Briefly, a ZnS target (99.99%, Kurt. J. Lesker) prepared by cold pressing was loaded upright in alumina crucible and positioned in the middle of the furnace (Lindberg/Blue M™ Mini-Mite™) and tube was evacuated to 30 mTorr base pressure using rough pump. The temperature of the furnace was ramped up to 500 °C and was maintained during ablation process. Nd:YAG laser (LOTIS TII-LS 2147) was used to ablate the ZnS target. The laser wavelength, energy density
and ablation frequency were 1064 nm, 30 mJ/cm² and 2Hz to achieve optimum coating thickness and uniform shell layer coverage. ZnO nanowire on ITO substrate was positioned 3 cm away from the target and ablation was performed for 20 minutes at 30 mTorr base pressure.

4.2.3 Materials characterization

Structural and morphological characterizations were carried out with HITACHI Su8010 field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM), and a FEI Tecnai G2 F30 ST high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) equipped with a nanoprobe energy-dispersive (EDS) X-ray spectroscope. Additional details of optical and structural characterizations can be found in a previously published literature.²² Room temperature photoluminescence (PL) measurements were measured by a Horiba LabRAM HR800 confocal Raman system with a Synapse charge-coupled detector (CCD). A 100x MPLAN objective lens (NA = 0.9) were used for 532 and 442 nm excitation, and a 50x UV objective lens (NA = 0.55) was used for 325nm excitation. Laser powers were 148.2, 151.7, and 139.6 µW, respectively. Background measurements of the substrate were subtracted from all spectra.

4.2.4 Device fabrication and measurements

A 3D photodetector was integrated on ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array by positioning the Ag/polyester zigzag electrode on top of the nanowire array for the contact formation at the nanowire tips only and to ensure optimal compression under applied load (inset in Figure 4.1 (d)).¹⁸ Figure 4.1 represents a schematic pictorial flow of the complete device integration steps. As synthesized ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array on ITO substrate was spin coated by a thin layer of PMMA followed by O₂ plasma etching for a few minutes. For zigzag top electrode fabrication polyester grating (12700 lines/inch, Edmund Optics) was sputter coated with 30 nm silver (Ag) and positioned on top of the nanowire array. ITO substrate and zigzag/Ag film were connected by
copper leads using silver paste. The electrical measurements were carried out using low noise current pre-amplifier (SR-570, Stanford Research Systems), and a source meter (Keithley-2401) coupled with a computer interface. A typical device photograph is shown in (Figure 4.2 (a)) with total active device area of 30 mm$^2$ which was used to calculate the responsivity. In order to confirm that piezoelectric property of wurtzite ZnO is unaffected by zinc blend ZnS shell layer deposition, a current versus time ($I$-$T$) measurement of the ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array under cyclic

**Figure 4.1** Schematic illustration of the ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire photodetector fabrication process. (a) ZnO nanowire array on ITO substrate synthesized through chemical vapor deposition (CVD), (b) a ZnS shell layer was deposited by pulsed laser ablation, (c) a ~2 μm PMMA layer was spin coated onto the ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array, and (d) the finished device mounted on a measurement cell. To achieve nanowire compression, load is applied on top of silver coated polyester zigzag electrode (inset figure d).
strain both in dark and in the absence of any external bias was performed. Figure 4.2 (b) represents the result of a typical \( I-T \) measurement where peak piezo-current exhibits an increase as the load increases, which is in accordance with earlier report.\(^{31}\)
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**Figure 4.2** (a) photograph of the ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array device with dimensional details and (b) piezo effect of ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array under variable loads.

Additionally, to eliminate that contact change can achieve better device performance, control measurements were performed before actual piezo-phototronic measurements were carried out. The resistance of the device was measured after packing as well as under different load conditions. For a typical device it was found that resistance varies from \(~300\) k\(\Omega\) at no load condition to \(~180\) k\(\Omega\) at a maximum of 0.4 kgf. Previous studies done on similar nanowire arrays predicts that at a fixed external forward bias,\(^{18,32}\) the peak current is inversely proportional to the total resistance given by \(R_c+R_i\), where \(R_c\) is contact induced and \(R_i\) is internal resistance of the nanowire array. Assuming, that all the nanowires are in contact with top electrode at maximal compression, at fixed bias the total increase in current due to change in total resistance is expected to be two times whereas in our case the overall increase of the current is \(~31\) times. Based on these
measurements, we can conclude that improved performance of the device is dictated by piezo-
phototronic effect rather than contact change.

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Structure characterization

Figure 4.3 represents the structural characterization of a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array, where Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) are top views low magnification field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) images of the as-grown ZnO nanowire array and a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array on indium tin oxide coated (ITO) glass substrate.8

**Figure 4.3** Structural characterization of a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire showing low magnification top view, FESEM images of (a) an as-grown, ZnO nanowire array and (b) a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array, (c) an HRTEM image of a single ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire, and (d) the corresponding energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) lateral line scan depicting elemental peaks characteristic to core/shell nanowire structure.
Rational density and smooth surface ZnO nanowires, with lengths and diameters in the range of 5–6 μm and 150–200 nm, respectively, can be seen in Figure 4.3 (a), whereas a slightly rough surface and increased diameter, with few ZnS particulates deposited on the tips, is observed in Figure 4.3 (b) for the core/shell nanowires. A high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) image of a typical single ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire is displayed in Figure 4.3 (c) where two different lattice fringes, corresponding to the zinc-blend ZnS shell and wurtzite ZnO core separated by an abrupt interface can be seen, which is similar to the previously reported work.\textsuperscript{22} Furthermore, Figure 4.3 (d) illustrates an energy dispersive (EDS) line scan collected along the lateral direction of a core/shell nanowire, which shows the characteristic core/shell elemental distribution further confirming the successful synthesis of ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowires.\textsuperscript{33,34}

4.3.2 ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array photodetector

4.3.2.1 Photodetector under UV illumination

A typical \( I-V \) measurement of the photodetector integrated on 3D ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array under a UV (385 nm) excitation source is displayed in Figure 4.4. It can be seen that the photocurrent increases, Figure 4.4 (a), with an increase in the UV illumination density resulting from the higher intensity influenced increment in the generation rate (\( G \)) of electron-hole pairs, within the limit of \( hν>E_g \) and defined by \( G = αF(1-R)e^{-αx} \) where, \( α \) is the absorption coefficient, \( R \) is the surface reflectivity, and \( F \) is the incident photon flux.\textsuperscript{35} Under steady state illumination at a fixed wavelength, the generation rate is solely determined by incident photon flux density (\( F \)), where an increase in \( F \) will improve the electron-hole pair generation rate. Since \( E_{g,\text{ZnS}} \) (3.7 eV) \( > E_{385 \text{ nm}} \) (3.22 eV) \( ≈ E_{g,\text{ZnO}} \) (3.2 eV), the excitation wavelength used only matches ZnO optical band gap, and it is reasonable to assume that the photocurrent contribution from the electron-hole pairs predominantly arise from photo absorption taking place in the ZnO core in a core/shell nanowire. In addition to band-to-band absorption in ZnO, the contribution from
simultaneous indirect type-II transitions occurring between the valence band maxima of the Zn$_S$VBM to the conduction band minima of the ZnO$_{CBM}$ has to be considered, and its effect on device performance will be discussed in details to follow.
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**Figure 4.4** Electrical characterization of a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array device under UV illumination. (a) $I$-$V$ measurements at different illumination densities, (b) Illumination density dependence of photo-current, (c) the device’s on-off response, and (d) the variation in responsivity under several UV illumination densities.

Variation in photocurrent with illumination intensity is plotted in Figure 4.4 (b), where an increase of 325% in photocurrent ($\sim$51 $\mu$A), at an intensity of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ can be seen as compared to the ($\sim$12 $\mu$A) dark current. Time-dependent photocurrent measurement at a power density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ and bias of 1.5V is shown in Figure 4.4 (c), which suggests stable device
switching behavior. The performance of a practical photodetector is also characterized by its responsivity ($R_{\lambda}$) at a particular wavelength, which is an important parameter that is defined as $^{14}$

$$R_{\lambda} = \frac{I_{\text{light}} - I_{\text{dark}}}{P_{\text{ill}}}$$

$$P_{\text{ill}} = I_{\text{ill}} \cdot A$$

where $I_{\text{light}}$ and $I_{\text{dark}}$ are currents when the photodetector is under illumination and in the dark, respectively. $P_{\text{ill}}$, $I_{\text{ill}}$, and $A$ are the excitation power, illumination density, and the active/illuminated device area, respectively. The responsivity for UV (385 nm) excitation source, denoted as $R_{385\text{nm}}$, with a 0.04 mW/cm$^2$ illumination density was found to be 0.2 A/W, which is similar to a single crystal ZnS nanobelt UV sensor,$^{36}$ and is orders of magnitude higher than similar photodetectors fabricated with a 3D array of nanowires.$^{32-41}$ This responsivity value corresponds to an external quantum efficiency (EQE) of about 65% if the internal photoconductive gain is assumed to be one.$^{42}$ The high responsivity achieved in the ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array device can mainly be attributed to the abrupt nature of the interface between ZnO and ZnS, which effectively inhibits carrier recombination and facilitates an efficient carrier separation.

4.3.2.2 Photodetector under blue and green illumination

The performance of the ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array photodetector was also investigated under blue (465 nm) and green (520 nm) excitation source, and the results are summarized in Figure 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. It should be noted that the photon energy corresponding to blue (2.66 eV) and green (2.38 eV) wavelengths are significantly lower than those needed to promote direct band-to-band absorption in ZnO ($E_g \sim 3.2$ eV)$^{43}$ and ZnS ($E_g \sim 3.7$ eV), which leads us to believe that the photocurrent response must be arising from an indirect type-
II transition of electrons between the ZnS\textsubscript{VBM} (shell) and ZnO\textsubscript{CBM} (core). Remarkably, the photodetector response exhibits a similar behavior, as observed for UV (385 nm) excitation source (Figure 4.4).

The peak photocurrents under blue and green excitations reached \(\sim 44\ \mu\text{A} (3\text{ mW/cm}^2, \text{Figure 4.5 (a)})\) and \(\sim 18\ \mu\text{A} (3.2\text{ mW/cm}^2, \text{Figure 4.6 (a)})\), respectively, which correspond to an increase of 267\% for blue and 50\% for green wavelength as compared to the \(\sim 12\ \mu\text{A}\) dark current. The photocurrent variation plot, with illumination intensities (Figure 4.5-4.6 (b)) and time dependence (Figure 4.5-4.6 (c)), shows electron-hole pair generation rate dependent linear increase

**Figure 4.5** Electrical characterization of a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array device under blue illumination. (a) \(I-V\) measurements at different illumination densities, (b) illumination density dependence of photo-current, (c) the on-off response of the device, and (d) variation in device responsivity with respect to blue illumination densities.
of photocurrents in addition to fast and stable response as seen from the switching behavior of the device. Figure 4.5-4.6 (d) contains responsivity vs. intensity plots of the photodetector under blue and green illumination respectively. Apparently, the responsivity values under blue and green excitation are smaller than under UV mainly due to the absence of the direct band-to-band absorption in ZnO, and weaker absorption at longer wavelengths.

Figure 4.6 Electrical characterization of a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array device under green illumination. (a) $I$-$V$ measurements at different illumination densities, (b) illumination density dependence of photo-current, (c) the on-off response of the device and (d) variation in device responsivity as a function of green illumination densities.
4.3.2.3 Investigation on indirect type-II transition

It has been reported previously that strain at the heterostructure interface could reduce the natural band gap\(^\text{44-47}\) slightly, whereas only a staggered type-II band alignment could give rise to a much smaller band gap than either of the individual core or shell material.\(^\text{7}\) The strain and quantum confinement effect are the two reasons which may affect the natural type-II band gap (~1.93 eV) of ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire and these two effects were considered to predict an effective energy gap at the ZnO/ZnS interface near 2 eV for quantum core/shell nanowires.\(^\text{23}\) In regards to the ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire diameter (150-200 nm), no quantum confinement effect can play a role in modifying the band gap although a weak effect of strain on type-II energy gap may exist. Figure 4.7 contains room temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectra measured with three excitation wavelengths: 325 nm, 442 nm, and 532 nm where 325 nm excitation revealed ZnO band edge emission at 3.26 eV, but the ZnS band edge emission (3.7 eV) was not present presumably due to the fact that ZnS shell is relatively thin.\(^\text{48}\) Both blue (442 nm) and green (532 nm) lasers yield a broad band emission with its peak at around 2 eV, in general agreement with the predicted value for type-II transition.\(^\text{47}\) Within this range, ZnO has defect-related peaks at 2.33 and 2.53 eV respectively, while 2.64 eV (ZnS) and 2.25 eV (ZnO/ZnS) were previously reported with above bandgap excitation.\(^\text{49,50}\) These emissions are expected to be very weak under either 442 or 532 nm excitation. Both green emission quenching\(^\text{51}\) and weak ZnS emission\(^\text{48}\) would result in some contributions that could lead to the broad emission band which can be understood as resulting from structural fluctuations in nanowire core size and/or shell thickness, and perhaps also some defect related transitions, as observed similarly in the type-II ZnO/ZnSe core/shell nanowire array.\(^\text{52}\) The dominant effect of the type-II transition\(^\text{53}\) observed in photodetection measurements under blue and green excitation sources is mainly attributed to the abrupt interface between the ZnO core and ZnS shell.
In order to investigate the effect of the built-in piezopotential on photodetector performance, ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array devices were subjected to compressive loads under UV, blue and green excitation sources. Figure 4.8 (a) is a typical $I-V$ measurement of the device at peak illumination densities under UV, blue and green excitation. In the absence of a compressive load, the peak photocurrent increases with the photon energy. Figure 4.8 (b) displays the result of $I-V$ measurements under a compressive load varying from 0.05 kilogram force (kgf) to 0.4 kgf at a UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$.

**Figure 4.7** Room temperature PL for ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowires collected with comparable laser power ~ 145 µW under 532, 442, and 325 nm excitation, respectively. Spectra range from 1.3 eV to the edge of each laser’s emission. ZnO produces green emission at 2.40 eV. Lower excitation energies produced broader type-II transition peaks. (Inset) Magnification of the type-II transition PL peaks. The dotted orange line marks the broad peak center at ~1.95 eV.

### 4.3.2.4 ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire piezo-phototronic photodetector

In order to investigate the effect of the built-in piezopotential on photodetector performance, ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array devices were subjected to compressive loads under UV, blue and green excitation sources. Figure 4.8 (a) is a typical $I-V$ measurement of the device at peak illumination densities under UV, blue and green excitation. In the absence of a compressive load, the peak photocurrent increases with the photon energy. Figure 4.8 (b) displays the result of $I-V$ measurements under a compressive load varying from 0.05 kilogram force (kgf) to 0.4 kgf at a UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$. 
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Figure 4.8 Electrical characterization of ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array devices showing (a) the photocurrent response under dark, green, blue and UV excitation, (b-d) photocurrent response at a fixed illumination densities of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ (UV), 3.0 mW/cm$^2$ (blue) and 3.2 mW/cm$^2$ (green), respectively, with variable compressive loads. (e) Photocurrent response with respect to compressive loads and (f) the (%) change in responsivity with compressive loads.
It can be seen (Figure 4.8 (b)) that increasing the compressive load results in an increase in peak photocurrent under steady photon flux. Interestingly, the peak photocurrent (1.51 mA) at 0.4 kgf under steady state illumination is an order of magnitude (~31 times) higher than peak photocurrent without a load (51 μA). A similar trend also appears in I-V measurements for blue (Figure 4.8 (c)) and green (Figure 4.8 (d)) excitation sources at fixed illumination intensities of 3 mW/cm² and 3.2 mW/cm² respectively, where the application of a compressive load resulted in a photocurrent change of an order of magnitude (~18 times) for blue and (~19 times) for green excitation sources compared to no load.

The change in peak photocurrent at compressive loads varying from 0.05 kgf to 0.4 kgf for UV (1.32 mW/cm²), blue (3 mW/cm²) and green (3.2 mW/cm²) illumination at a bias of 1.5V is summarized in Figure 4.8 (e), where the increasing photocurrent with compressive load is a trend. Additionally, the increment in peak photocurrent is found to be higher for UV illumination followed by blue and green illumination, which can be attributed to the combined effect of direct band-to-band UV absorption in ZnO and the type-II transition occurring from the ZnS VBM to the ZnO CBM. This band-to-band absorption for blue and green wavelengths, however, will not happen in either the ZnO core or the ZnS shell because of the very high/wide bandgap energies. This leads to photo absorption only via an indirect type-II transition below individual core and shell bandgap energies.

Absolute responsivities calculated for a 0.4 kgf compressive load under UV (1.32 mW/cm²), blue (3 mW/cm²) and green (3.2 mW/cm²) illumination at 1.5V bias are 2.5 A/W, 0.54 A/W and 0.13 A/W respectively, which are at least an order of magnitude higher for all the illumination sources compared to no load conditions. A comparative change in responsivity, conventionally calculated as\(^{10,15}\) \(\frac{R_{\text{Load}} - R_0}{R_0} \times 100\) %, where \(R_{\text{Load}}\) and \(R_0\) are defined as responsivities
with and without load, is displayed in Figure 4.8 (f). The (%) change in responsivity under compressive load observed in the ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array photodetector is three orders of magnitude higher than the responsivity without a load.

4.4 Working principle of fully wide band gap type-II piezo-phototronic photodetector

The piezo-phototronic effect enhanced performance of ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array photodetector under compressive load can be qualitatively explained through band diagram and realignment of band positions under the influence of the inner piezopotential. Figure 4.9 displays the relative band positions of a ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire in different configurations. As shown in Figure 4.9 (a), in the absence of silver (Ag) metal contact to ZnS, there is no net charge transport across the junction because of staggered type-II band alignment where the Fermi level of ZnO is higher than that of ZnS, whereas the ZnS_{CBM} is higher than that for ZnO_{CBM}. Once silver contact to ZnS was made, the net electron transfer from silver to ZnS compensates the Fermi level imbalance, causing a downward bending of ZnS conduction and valence bands, and also compensates ZnO Fermi level imbalance with minor downward band bending as shown in Figure 4.9 (b). Under UV illumination, as shown in Figure 4.9 (c), a direct band-to-band transition takes place only in ZnO, and a weak type-II transition occurs between the ZnS_{VBM} and ZnO_{CBM}. The type-II transition is a preferred absorption mode under both blue and green illumination. No significant Fermi level shift exists in ZnO and ZnS because of weak absorption under low illumination densities, whereas the net charge transfer between ZnO and ZnS is suppressed due to the barrier created for hole injection from ZnO to ZnS, and interface trap states for electron transport generated from downward bending of ZnO. The appearance of hole and electron trap
state barriers ($\Delta \phi_1$ & $\Delta \phi_2$) are unfavorable for photosensing devices and can be tuned through the inner piezopotential to improve charge transport.
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**Figure 4.9** Equilibrium band position of an Ag/ZnS/ZnO interface (a) that demonstrates an abrupt, type-II band alignment at the ZnS/ZnO core/shell interface before the silver contact is made, (b) silver (Ag) contact with ZnS promotes Fermi level realignment that induces band bending (c) under illumination only, displaying direct band-to-band and an indirect type-II transition, and (d) under illumination with compressive strain together leading to a piezopotential-induced band bending. The core is wurtzite structured ZnO, and the shell is the zinc blend structured ZnS (in green color). Dotted line in figure (b) represents the initial position of the valence band maxima and the conduction band minima, whereas the solid lines represent the respective positions after band realignment and/or compression of a nanowire.

The structural characterization of ZnO/ZnS reveals that ZnS is zinc blend which is known not to possess piezoelectric property; therefore the COMSOL simulation of piezo-potential distribution in core/shell nanowire ignores the effect of ZnS shell. Figure 4.10 represents a typical simulated piezopotential distribution in ZnO core of a single ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire under three different strain modes at 0.4 kgf compressional load which corresponds to 200 $\mu$N at each nanowire. The strain-piezopotential distribution maps for other loads are different only in the
magnitude of piezopotential with similar distribution profile in each outlined deformation case. The scale bar representing the magnitude of piezopotential distribution by color code on vertical scale has been shown in Figure 4.10.

**Figure 4.10** Simulated piezoelectric potential distribution in ZnO core of ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire under (a) uniaxial compression combined with bending, vertical color code scheme represents the piezo-potential distribution mapping with strain (b) uniaxial compression only and (c) bending only. This simulation neglects any piezo-potential contribution from the zinc-blend ZnS shell.

When nanowires are compressed under zigzag top electrode, each individual nanowire may undergo one of the three possible (Figure 4.10) elastic deformation modes, resulting in a piezopotential distribution in ZnO core of ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array. In view of slight off the vertical axis oriented growth of ZnO nanowires on ITO and high length/diameter (aspect) ratio (Figure 4.3 (a)), it is reasonable to believe that under externally applied load majority of the nanowires experienced shear deformation, as shown in Figure 4.10 (a) for a single nanowire, that dominates the electrical transport properties of the device. However, the existence of either uniaxial compression (Figure 4.10 (b)) or bending only (Figure 4.10 (c)) mode of elastic
deformation in few nanowires cannot be completely ruled out. In the absence of piezoelectric effect in zinc blend structured ZnS, the localized negative polarization charges appearing in ZnO\textsuperscript{54} at the ZnO-ZnS interface bends the edges of valence (VB) and conduction bands (CB) of ZnO to higher energy (Figure 4.9 (d)).

It should be noted that in each outlined deformation mode (Figure 4.10 a, b and c) the band position at ZnO-ZnS interface changes in similar manner provided we consider the negative polarization charges at the interface. This upward bending of bands of ZnO due to the presence of negative piezoelectric charges eliminates the pre-existing barrier $\Delta \phi_2$ that is not favorable for the separation of electrons resulting in a quick separation of holes and electrons in ZnS and ZnO, respectively (Figure 4.9 (d)), in addition to unaffected transport of type-II generated holes in ZnS. Both of these process acts synergistically to increase the conductance that results in higher current at the same bias and illumination compared to the no strain case. The moderate upward bending of ZnO valence and conduction band edges may also promote the type-II transition because the photon energies provided by blue and green excitation sources are still sufficiently high to promote electron transition from the ZnS\textsubscript{VBM} to the ZnO\textsubscript{CBM}, by eliminating the local trapping of electrons at the interface. Therefore, the electrons and holes are transported through the conductive channels provided by ZnO and ZnS, respectively. The piezoelectric polarization charges induced electron-hole separation is referred to as the piezo-phototronic effect,$^{55}$ and it explains the higher responsivity enhancement observed under blue and green illumination under compressive loads although the improvement is not as high as seen for UV illumination due to absence of direct band-to-band absorption.
4.5 Conclusions

In summary, an efficient and highly sensitive broad-band UV/Visible photodetector was successfully integrated on fully wide bad gap ZnO/ZnS heterojunction 3D core/shell nanowire array. The abrupt interface between ZnO and ZnS plays a dominant role in photon absorption via an indirect type-II transition which was strongly manifested in the photodetection of visible illumination (blue and green). The absolute device responsivity was further increased through the piezo-phototronic effect by an order of magnitude under simultaneous application of load and illumination resulting in three orders of change in the relative responsivity. This investigation demonstrates an efficient prototype UV/Visible piezo-phototronic photodetector integrated on truly wide band gap 3D ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array, in which the band gap limited photo absorption is overcome by a type-II transition, which enables the use of wide band gap materials in broader (UV to Visible) wavelength detection.
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Chapter 5 3D ZnO nanowire based piezo-magneto-photo sensor

5.1 Introduction

Optoelectronic devices integrated on nanostructures semiconductors are considered crucial to achieve improved device performance arising from high surface to volume ratio and also for miniaturization of these devices\textsuperscript{1-6} for optoelectronic device applications such as in transistors,\textsuperscript{7-9} field emitters,\textsuperscript{10-13} photodetectors\textsuperscript{14,15} and solar cells.\textsuperscript{16-19} Especially, oxide nanostructures such as ZnO, SnO\textsubscript{2}, etc. are of particular importance owing to their relatively easier synthesis\textsuperscript{20} by low temperature hydrothermal/solvothermal and thermal evaporation methods for their application in visible-blind photodetectors\textsuperscript{21,22} arising from their wide band gap. In particular, ZnO nanostructures has attracted much attention because of its piezoelectric property and non-cytotoxicity which makes it suitable for self-powered environmentally friendly device applications. Starting from past decade, research efforts on one dimensional ZnO nanostructures has led to demonstration of its piezoelectric property enabled mechanical to electrical energy nanogenerator device for powering micro/nanosystems.\textsuperscript{23-25} Since then, coupling of piezoelectric and semiconducting property in ZnO nanowires has been reported to significantly affect the performance of the devices such as photodetectors,\textsuperscript{26,27} biological sensors,\textsuperscript{28} and light emitting diodes\textsuperscript{20} by tuning/controlling the charge carrier generation, recombination and/or transport across interface/junction popularly known as piezotronics\textsuperscript{30} and piezo-phototronics.\textsuperscript{31} It is apparent that continued research efforts are focused on improving the performance of the device without cumbersome materials processing steps, such as doping and surface passivation or intricate device
designs which may not be scalable. The coupling of inherent material properties such as semiconducting, optical, electrical/magnetic, and piezoelectric is rather more advantageous to achieve improved device performance and/or to have multiple functionalities in a single device. In a similar way, external stimulus magnetic field\textsuperscript{32} has also been investigated for its effect on the performance of the devices and has been reported that external field does affect the performance of the device and has been successfully applied in bipolar transistors,\textsuperscript{33} photovoltaics,\textsuperscript{34} photodetection\textsuperscript{35} and logic devices.\textsuperscript{36} From these findings it can be anticipated that the effect of external stimulus must also act on the devices working on the principle of piezotronic and piezo-phototronic where coupled piezoelectric and semiconducting property can further be influenced by externally applied field. However, so far there is no such report on investigation of external field effect on the performance of piezophototronic device except one, where effect of external electric field on the performance of piezotronic device was studied.\textsuperscript{37} The findings suggests that the Schottky barrier height changes under the influence of external electric field in a way that piezotronic effect was suppressed.

Owing to excellent semiconducting and piezoelectric properties, ZnO is an ideal platform to study the effect of external magnetic field on the piezo-phototronic effect which can enable the design of new class of sensor having multiple functionalities such as photosensors, magnetosensors and pressure sensors or a combination of these thereof. In the present work we investigate the effect of external magnetic field on the performance of ZnO nanowire array based piezotronic and piezo-phototronic device. The study reveals that external magnetic field can tune the piezotronic device performance making it suitable for magnetic field sensorics and, in particular, piezo-phototronic effect can be further improved under the influence of external magnetic field. The
findings are supported by theoretical simulations and a working mechanism is also proposed for this device.

5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Synthesis and Characterization

Synthesis of ZnO nanowire array was performed as per the details mentioned in earlier chapter section 4.2.1. Briefly, ZnO nanowire array was grown on SiO\textsubscript{2} passivated ITO/glass (CG80IN, Delta Technologies LTD) substrate by thermal evaporation of Zn powder (99.9\%, metals basis, Alfa Aesar). Structural and morphological characterizations were carried out with HITACHI Su8010 field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM), and a FEI Tecnai G2 F30 ST high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) equipped with a nanoprobe energy-dispersive (EDS) X-ray spectroscope.

5.2.2 Device fabrication and measurements

For detailed description of device fabrication steps, section 4.2.4 from chapter 4 should be consulted except for the change that external magnetic field was applied parallel to the Ag-ZnO interface, i.e. perpendicular to the substrate plane and along z-axis (c-axis of nanowire growth). The field was applied along all three mutually orthogonal axes namely, x, y and z-axis and observed changes in I-V measurements are discussed in the sections to follow. A brief schematics of the device processing key steps are illustrated in Figure 5.1 (a-d). The electrical measurements were carried out using low noise current pre-amplifier (SR-570, Stanford Research Systems), and a source meter (Keithley-2401) coupled with a computer interface.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Structure characterization

Figure 5.2 displays result of structure characterization of ZnO nanowires, where Figure 5.2 (a) and (b) are low and high magnification tilted top view FESEM image of ZnO nanowire array grown on ITO substrate. The typical length and diameter of ZnO nanowires are ~ 5 µm and ~ 300 nm, respectively.
It can be seen that the nanowires are preferentially aligned to the substrate normal and are grown with uniform coverage and high density. Similar length and diameter of the nanowires is highly desirable in order to achieve maximum number of nanowires in contact with top electrode and for optimum straining where each individual nanowire experiences almost same magnitude of elastic deformation. Figure 5.2 (c) is a low magnification TEM image showing clean surface and uniform diameter of ZnO nanowire from tip to base and Figure 5.2 (d) is HRTEM image of the

\textbf{Figure 5.2} Structural characterization of a ZnO nanowire array, showing (a) low and (b) high magnification tilted top view, FESEM images of as-grown, ZnO nanowire array, (c) low magnification TEM image of a single ZnO nanowire, and (d) HRTEM image and (inset) SAED pattern of ZnO nanowire depicting characteristic single crystal diffraction pattern.
same nanowires where lattice fringes and SAED characteristic of single crystal ZnO wurtzite structure can be clearly seen.

5.3.2 ZnO nanowire array piezo-magneto sensor

Figure 5.3 summarizes the $I-V$ measurements of ZnO nanowire array based piezo-magneto sensor in dark where Figure 5.3 (a) represents the $I-V$ measurements of the device subjected to variable strain under different compressional loads only, ranging from 0 to 100 gram force (gf). It can be seen that the peak dark current value increases gradually from $\sim 65 \mu A$ at no strain to $\sim 536 \mu A$ at 100 gf of straining load, which amounts to $\sim 725\%$ of increment in peak current. This increase in the peak current can be attributed to the lowering of Schottky barrier height at ZnO/Ag interface resulting from inner piezopotential generated due to the bending under compressional load. Figure 5.3 (b) is the I-V measurement of the device under same measurement condition except that the device was exposed to a uniform magnetic field of strength 600 $\mu T$ along a direction parallel to the ZnO/Ag contact plane and perpendicular to the axis of nanowire growth. The absolute peak current for no load condition is persevered whereas the peak current at maximum of 100 gf load decreases to $\sim 507 \mu A$. The same trend of decrease in peak dark current is also evident from the measurement of peak current at 5 gf where it decreases from $\sim 84 \mu A$ to $\sim 77 \mu A$, at 20 gf from $\sim 147 \mu A$ to $\sim 126 \mu A$, and at 50 gf from $\sim 429 \mu A$ to $\sim 422 \mu A$. 
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Figure 5.3 Typical $I$-$V$ characteristic of ZnO nanowire array based piezo-magneto sensor in dark under (a) compressional strain only and (b-f) under compressional strain combined with 600-3000 μT of external magnetic field. A successive decrease in peak current is apparent with increasing magnetic field strength for any particular fixed strain amount.
The decrease amount to ~ 6-8% in our case of small strain generating compressional loads was a distinct and reproducible feature observed over every measurement performed repeatedly and cannot be attributed to measurement error. The device was then investigated for its behavior under linearly increasing magnetic field strengths applied in multiples of 600 µT and reaching to a maximum of up to 3000 µT in order to understand the effect of external magnetic field of piezotronic behavior of the device and to rule out the measurement error factor. Figure 5.3 (c-f) represents the $I-V$ measurements of the device performed under 1200, 1800, 2400 and 3000 µT of magnetic field strength while keeping the compressional loads as same as used in 600 µT measurement condition, Figure 5.3 (b). In each measurement condition the peak current displays consistent decreasing trend with increasing strength of magnetic field at any fixed load and at maximum field strength of 3000 µT and 100 gf the peak current attains a value of ~ 383 µA compared to peak current of ~ 536 µA at no field for 100 gf compressional load which amounts to a decrease of ~ 29%. This significant decrease in peak current in dark and under 3000 µT of field strength is indicative of the external field influence on the performance of piezotronic device and suggests an underlying coupling mechanism. The findings are similar in nature as published earlier investigating the effect of external electric field on the performance of single ZnO nanowire based piezotronic device where the decrease in the response was attributed to the suppression of piezotronic effect by high strength electric field which happens to change the contact between ZnO-Ag from Schottky to Ohmic resulting in non-rectifying $I-V$ curve. However, the changeover of Schottky to Ohmic contact between ZnO-Ag is not true in our case as the $I-V$ curves (Figure 5.3) are still rectifying in nature. In order to investigate the Schottky to Ohmic flattening of contact between ZnO-Ag for our 3D piezotronic device, measurements were carried out in magnetic field
strengths two orders of magnitude higher than the previously used 3000 μT and results are summarized in Figure 5.4.

**Figure 5.4** Typical $I$-$V$ characteristic of ZnO nanowire array based piezo-magneto sensor in dark under high magnetic field strength (a) for 10 gf compressional load, and (b) under 20 gf compressional load.

In Figure 5.4 (a), $I$-$V$ curves were recorded in dark for 10 gf compressional load at 0-20×10^4 μT field strengths where the decrease in peak current is apparent as magnetic field strength increases and at peak magnetic field strength of 20×10^4 μT the total decrease amounts to be ~ 17%. In a similar measurement that was performed with 20 gf force on the same device the total decrease in peak current amounts to ~ 12%. However, in spite of following the decreasing trend in the peak current under magnetic field, the $I$-$V$ curves still maintains the rectifying behavior as was seen at low magnetic field strengths (Figure 5.3) indicating that the Schottky contact between ZnO-Ag remains unaffected under magnetic field and whatever nominal Schottky barrier modulation occurs is only resulting from immobile polarization charges.\(^{27}\)
Figure 5.5 Typical $I-V$ characteristic of ZnO nanowire array based piezo-magneto sensor in dark under fixed compressional loads of (a) 0gf, (b) 5gf, (c) 20 gf, (d) 50 gf, and (e) 100 gf with varying magnetic field strengths of 0-3000 µT. In each measurement condition the decreasing trend in peak current (insets) with increasing magnetic field strength is preserved.
Similar measurements were repeated on the same piezotronic device with fixed compressional loads at a time and by varying the magnetic field strengths only to examine the reproducibility and the data is summarized in Figure 5.5. It is confirmed that the decreasing trend in peak current with increasing magnetic field strength is unchanged and that the total amount of decrease in peak current with magnetic field is nominal in the absence of strain whereas the total decrease is more pronounced when the strain is present. The observation certainly infers the inherent coupling of piezotronic effect with external magnetic field. The detailed mechanism of coupling will be discussed subsequently.

The measurement results from Figure 5.3 and 5.5 are summarized in Figure 5.6 where Figure 5.6 (a) is the summary plot of $I$-$V$ measurements performed at fixed compressional loads of 0-100 gf with respect to varying magnetic field strength of 0-3000 $\mu$T and Figure 5.6 (b) is summary of measurements performed at fixed magnetic field strengths of 0-3000 $\mu$T with respect to variable compressional loads of 0-100 gf.
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**Figure 5.6** Summary of change in peak current in dark with (a) fixed strain and variable external magnetic field strength and (b) fixed external magnetic field strength with variable strain.
A step by step increase in absolute current with increasing load amount from 0 to 100 gf is seen in Figure 5.6 (a) with linear decrease in peak current at each load with increasing magnetic field strength. The decrease is gradual and free of any inflection points suggesting that the effect of external magnetic field is rather continuous. The same inference can also be drawn from Figure 5.6 (b) where absolute current shows more pronounced linear increase with compressional load as compared to modest decrease in peak current with increasing magnetic field strength. From Figure 5.6 (a-b) it is apparently clear that the compressional load has stronger effect on current than the magnetic field only and this feature is retained even when load and magnetic field is combined together indicating that the influence of compressional load and external magnetic field are essentially independent of each other but can affect the device performance synergistically when present simultaneously.

5.3.3 Working mechanism of piezo-magneto sensor

The working mechanism of ZnO nanowire array piezo-magneto sensor can be demonstrated by band energy diagram and by appropriate incorporation of polarization charges generated by compressional load and by including external magnetic field. Figure 5.7 illustrates the detailed band diagram of Ag-ZnO nanowire array in various conditions, where Figure 5.7 (a) is the band energy diagram of Ag and ZnO, assuming that no metallurgical contact is established and CBM, VBM and Fermi levels are displayed accordingly. No charge transfer occurs at this point to compensate the relative Fermi level difference. In Figure 5.7 (b), the metallurgical contact between Ag and ZnO was established and equilibrium was achieved for Fermi level realignment after thermally generated electron transfer from CBM of ZnO to metal side, thus creating a downward slope in CBM and VBM in proximity of Ag-ZnO interface leading to creation of depletion zone of width $W$ and a barrier ($V_b$) for further electron diffusion from ZnO to Ag side.
Under applied forward bias ($V$) the built in barrier potential is reduced by applied the amount of applied bias ($V_b-V$) leading to diffusion of majority electrons from ZnO to Ag manifested by forward current in $I$-$V$ measurements. When external compressional load is applied polarization charges are created in ZnO nanowire, especially the positive polarity of charges created along in ZnO interior along ZnO-Ag interface, as seen in Figure 5.7 (c), lowers the barrier height thereby allowing diffusion of more electrons resulting in increase in forward current. As the compressional load increases the elastic deformation of ZnO increases creating more polarization charges and further lowering of CBM and VBM takes place leading to higher forward current, however the total majority diffusion current across ZnO-Ag interface is limited by the number of thermally generated electron-hole pairs in ZnO and by structural integrity imposed elastic deformation limit of ZnO nanowires, which means that current can only increase to certain extent. When external magnetic field is applied (Figure 5.7 (d)) in presence of forward bias and compressional load the free charge carriers experience Lorentz force which deflects the electrons and holes in opposite directions. The magnetic field was applied parallel to Ag-ZnO interface that is also perpendicular to c-axis (z-axis or $\perp$ to substrate normal) of ZnO nanowire growth direction, the simplest form of Lorentz force on electrons can be written as:

$$F_{L,-y} = e v_z B_x$$

where, $e$ is the electronic charge, $v$ is electron velocity and $B$ is magnetic field strength. The components of magnetic field, Lorentz force and electron velocity is considered in $-x$, $-y$ and $z$ directions, respectively. The deflection force on electrons accumulates them along the surface of ZnO nanowires where they were trapped by surface defects of ZnO, thereby reducing the number of available free electrons leading to a decrease in conductance or increase in resistance. The altered conductance in presence of external magnetic field then results in reduction of forward current.
current. As the strength of magnetic field increases the Lorentz deflection force on majority electrons becomes stronger and the decrease in forward current is more prominent as summarized in Figure 5.6 (a).
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**Figure 5.7** Working mechanism of ZnO nanowire array piezo-magneto sensor, where (a) represents the energy band diagram of Ag-ZnO before metallurgical contact is made, (b) after contact in equilibrium under external forward bias and in dark, (c) under compressional load generated polarization charge at inner surface of ZnO in proximity of Ag-ZnO interface, and (d) under influence of external magnetic field applied parallel to the Ag-ZnO interface and perpendicular to c-axis of ZnO nanowire growth. Direction of Lorentz force is displayed by $\times$ for electrons and by $\cdot$ for holes. Solid lines and circles represent static and dotted ones represent dynamic condition where band position are altered (dotted blue lines) and dotted circles (empty/filled) represents charge carrier flow direction with arrows.
5.3.4 ZnO nanowire array piezo-magneto-photo sensor

To further investigate the effect of external magnetic field on the performance of ZnO nanowire array piezo-phototronic device, $I$-$V$ measurements were carried out on the same device under UV ($\lambda = 385$ nm) illumination in presence of magnetic field. Figure 5.8 (a) is the result of $I$-$V$ measurements under steady UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ with increasing compressional loads and in the absence of external magnetic field. The device was soaked under UV illumination for sufficiently long time in order to saturate the device which ensures no further increase in the peak current from illumination only. Compared to dark current value of ~ 65 µA, the photocurrent under UV illumination attains a value of 1.15 mA at no strain and no external field which is an order of magnitude (~ 18 times) enhancement. Keeping the illumination steady, increase in compressional load results in higher photocurrent as seen in Figure 5.8 (a), where it attains a value of 5.5 mA at 100 gf load accounting to 85 times increase compared to dark current. Maintaining the illumination and load, when external magnetic field is applied parallel to Ag-ZnO interface the photocurrent further increases, though the increase in peak photocurrent is small for weak magnetic field strength as is the case for 600 µT field measurements in Figure 5.8 (b). However, this increment in photocurrent is consistent with each applied load, namely 5 to 100 gf and is reproducible over several measurement cycles. It was also observed that when field is applied parallel to the $z$-axis (along $c$-axis of nanowire growth) no change in photocurrent was recorded, indicating that photocurrent has directional dependence on the external magnetic field. A similar trend in increasing photocurrent was observed when magnetic field strength was increased from 600 µT to 1200 µT where peak photocurrent at 100 gf was recorded to be 5.75 mA. As the field strength increases the photocurrent becomes higher and higher for each compressional load, reaching to a value of 5.9 mA at 100 gf for 3000 µT of field strength.
Figure 5.8 Typical $I-V$ characteristic of ZnO nanowire array based piezo-magneto-photo sensor under UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ (a) compressional strain only and (b-f) under compressional strain combined with 600-3000 μT of external magnetic field. A gradual increase in peak current is apparent with increasing magnetic field strength under steady UV illumination density.
Similar measurements were also performed to further investigate the reproducibility of the measurement and robustness of the device under steady state UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm², fixed compressional load and variable magnetic field strength of 600 to 3000 µT. The measurement results are illustrated in Figure 5.9. *I-V* response of the device in dark and under steady state UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm² only is presented in Figure 5.9 (a) showing manifold increase in photocurrent compared to dark current. Figure 5.9 (b) is the *I-V* measurement performed under steady state UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm² with varying external magnetic field strength of 0 to 3000 µT and in absence of compressional load. The inset in Figure 5.9 (b) is the enlarged view of the changes in the photocurrent under external magnetic field influence where peak photocurrent increases gradually with increasing strength of magnetic field attaining a value of 1.26 mA at 3000 µT compared to 1.15 mA in the absence of magnetic field amounting to a total change of ~10%. Similar nominal increment in peak current was also observed for intermediate magnetic field strengths applied. Figure 5.9 (c) represents the result of *I-V* measurements of the device under steady state UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm² at a fixed load of 5gf and varying magnetic field strength of 0 to 3000 µT. The measured peak photocurrent under steady state UV illumination with 5 gf compressional load was found to be 1.8 mA which is significantly higher than the peak photocurrent value of 1.15 mA observed for steady state UV illumination in absence of compressional load. The peak photocurrent further increases as the magnetic field is applied and rises with increase in magnetic field strength. The total amount of increase in the photocurrent under external magnetic field at 5 gf load and 3000 µT was found to be ~6%. A similar trend of increase in photocurrent with increasing magnetic field strength was also observed for 20, 50 and 100 gf loads and measurement plots are shown in Figures 5.9 (d-f).
Figure 5.9 $I-V$ measurements of ZnO nanowire array piezo-magneto-photo sensor in (a) dark and under UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ (b) steady state UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ combined with varying magnetic field strengths of 600 to 3000 µT, and (c-f) in presence of steady state UV illumination and fixed loads of 5, 20, 50 and 100 gf with variable magnetic field strength of 600 to 3000 µT, respectively in each load condition. Insets represents the enlarged view of the changes in peak current.
The measurement results from Figure 5.8 and 5.9 are summarized in figure 5.10, where 5.10 (a) is the summary plot of $I$-$V$ measurements performed under steady state UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ at various fixed loads ranging from 0 to 100 gf and variable magnetic field strength of 0 to 3000 µT for each load condition. As can be seen, in Figure 5.10 (a), at each fixed load the increase in magnetic field strength results in enhanced photocurrent where magnitude of enhancement varies with field strength. This clearly demonstrates the coupling of external magnetic field with piezo-phototronic effect. Figure 5.10 (b) is a plot of peak photocurrent variation with fixed magnetic field strengths of 0 to 3000 µT with changing loads from 0 to 100 gf for each magnetic field applied. It is apparent after comparison of Figure 5.10 (a) and (b) that the inner piezopotential has stronger effect on the peak photocurrent as compared to the external magnetic field only and both can be coupled together to achieve enhanced current.

**Figure 5.10** Summary of change in peak current under UV illumination density of 1.32 mW/cm$^2$ with (a) fixed strain and variable external magnetic field strength and (b) fixed external magnetic field strength with variable strain.
5.3.5 Working mechanism of piezo-magneto-photo sensor

The mechanism of piezo-magneto-photo coupling can be understood through relative band alignment between Ag-ZnO and a representative drawing of molecular Oxygen adsorption-desorption on high surface area ZnO nanowire concurrently with Lorentz force mediated deflection of free charge carriers in presence of external magnetic field illustrated in Figure 5.11. Figure 5.11(a) is band diagram of Ag-ZnO under compressional strain and external magnetic field applied parallel to the interface. The bottom drawing represents a typical nanowire surface under ambient where surface adsorbed Oxygen molecules are shown. Due to high surface area, the conductance of ZnO nanowire is significantly affected by surface states which has adsorbed oxygen molecules on the surface. Under dark, limited number of thermally generated free charge carriers are available to contribute to the conductance of ZnO nanowire and any mechanism of free charge carrier removal will significantly decrease the conductance, in other words increase the resistance causing a decrease in current. The adsorbed oxygen molecule on the surface happens to trap the free electrons.\(^{40-41-42-43}\)

\[
O_2(g) + e^- \rightarrow O_2^-(ad)
\]

In the absence of free electrons near the surface region a low conductivity depletion layer is formed. When external magnetic field is present, the Lorentz deflection force tends to accumulate the electrons near the surface which increases the number of adsorbed oxygen molecules hence increasing the width of low conduction depletion layer.\(^{39}\) Alternatively, the dependence of nanowire resistance on oxygen partial pressure can be written as\(^{44}\)

\[
R_{NW} \propto p(O_2)^n
\]
In our case, the oxygen partial pressure is proportional to the free electrons accumulation on the nanowire surface which in turn is dependent on the direction and strength of magnetic field applied.

**Figure 5.11** Working mechanism of ZnO nanowire array piezo-photo-magneto sensor, where (a) under compressional load generated polarization charge at inner surface of ZnO in proximity of Ag-ZnO interface in presence of magnetic field applied parallel to the interface and perpendicular to c-axis of ZnO nanowire growth, bottom nanowire drawing represents the trapping of free electrons by desorbed Oxygen molecule and (b) in presence of magnetic field, strain and UV illumination., bottom nanowire drawing represents hole trapping by surface states releasing Oxygen molecule and increasing the conductance. Direction of Lorentz force is displayed by $\times$ for electrons and by $\cdot$ for holes. Solid lines and circles represent static and dotted ones represent dynamic condition where band position are altered (dotted blue lines) and dotted circles (empty/filled) represents charge carrier flow direction with arrows.
This relationship can be described as follows:\textsuperscript{35}

\[ R_{NW} \propto p(O_2)^n \propto B_{app} \]

where, \( R_{NW} \) is the resistance of the nanowire, \( p(O_2)^n \) is ambient oxygen partial pressure at nanowire surface and \( n \) is empirically calculated index with numerical value between 0 and 1, \( B_{app} \) is external magnetic field strength. As the magnetic field strength parallel to Ag-ZnO interface increases, it deflects higher number of free electrons to the surface of the nanowires which gets trapped by surface adsorbed oxygen molecules leaving behind a low conducting depletion layer and increased resistance of the individual nanowires.

In the presence of UV illumination (Figure 5.11 (b)), electron-hole pairs are generated in ZnO nanowires leading to hole migration to the surface arising from potential slope produced by band bending and discharging the negatively charged adsorbed oxygen molecules, consequently oxygen is photo desorbed (Figure 5.11 (b), bottom nanowire) from the nanowire surface:

\[ h^+ + O_{2\text{ads}} \rightarrow O_2(g) \]

The unpaired electrons then result in increased conductance of ZnO nanowire resulting in significantly increased photocurrent. At fixed UV illumination density, increase in magnetic field could only slightly deflect the holes to the surface trap states as the band bending has stronger effect on hole migration which predominantly dictates the conductance of the nanowires, therefore only slight increase in photocurrent was observed with increasing magnetic field strength.

5.4 Conclusions

In summary, influence of external magnetic field was investigated on ZnO nanowire array based piezotronic and piezo-phototronic device. It is observed that the external magnetic field has
notable effect on the ZnO nanowire array piezotronic device where coupling of external magnetic field applied parallel to Ag-ZnO interface results in reduced current because of Lorentz force induced deflection of free charge carriers, in particular majority electrons in intrinsically \textit{n-type} ZnO nanowire array piezotronic device. Furthermore, in presence of steady state UV illumination and fixed compressional load, externally applied magnetic field causes an increase in photocurrent which increases almost linearly with higher magnetic field strengths. The effect of external magnetic field on piezotronic and piezo-phototronic ZnO nanowire array device was discussed qualitatively through energy band diagram and relative band bending caused by inner piezo charges appearing at the interface of Ag-ZnO. From \textit{I-V} measurement performed under compressional load, UV illumination and magnetic field, it is apparent that magnetic field strength affects the conductance of nanowires \textit{via} surface trap states tuning. The device exhibits multiple functionality in its ability to detect external stimuli such as pressure in form of compressional load, illumination in form of UV wavelength and magnetic field of variable strength and their combination as well.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Perspective

The focus of this dissertation is on the piezo-phototronic device application of type-II core/shell nanowire heterostructures and development of new type of sensor integrated on 3D nanowire arrays which utilizes the coupling of multiple intrinsic properties and study the performance of this sensor under external stimuli.

Two case studies have been done to successfully demonstrate highly efficient piezo-phototronic photodetector. In Chapter 3, a broadband piezo-phototronic photodetector based on type-II CdSe/ZnTe core/shell nanowire array is fabricated which exhibits enhanced performance under compressional load and several orders of enhancement observed in device performance highlights the importance of nearly lattice matched interface leading to reduced recombination losses. In Chapter 4, a prototype photosensing device is fabricated on truly wide band gap type-II ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanowire array. In spite of fully wide band gap core and shell material components, the device can efficiently detect photons of energies much smaller than the band gap of either core or shell, an effect arising from the indirect transfer of electrons from VBM of ZnS to CBM of ZnO and also because of the abrupt nature of interface which drastically reduces the recombination losses. The device performance is further improved by application of piezo-phototronic effect. A PL study was performed to investigate and confirm the indirect type-II transition and to quantify the indirect band gap.

A new type of prototype piezo-photo-magnetotronic sensor device is integrated on 3D ZnO nanowire array grown on ITO substrate and findings are discussed in Chapter 5. It is observed that external magnetic field has distinct effect on piezotronic and piezo-phototronic behavior of ZnO.
nanowire array arising from coupling of piezoelectric, semiconducting and electrical/optical properties and Lorentz force induced deflection of majority carrier electrons in n-type ZnO leads to magnetoconcentration effect altering the conductance of the nanowires in dark and under UV illumination.

However, the field of 3D type-II core/shell nanowire array piezo-phototronic is still in nascent stage and demands further investigation from materials perspective to incorporate other radial heterostructures in order to enrich the family of piezo-phototronics devices. The field of piezo-photo-magnetotronic is a new class of sensorics and more work is underway to completely understand the underlying mechanism of this effect and to develop a sound theoretical background so that the principle can be translated to achieve improved performance of device fabricated on other materials systems such as CdSe, CdS, CdTe and designed materials heterostructures such as CdSe/ZnTe, ZnO/ZnS type of core/shell nanowire arrays. Furthermore, single nanowire array based device study is also necessary to establish theoretical framework and simulation studies are important to critically validate the findings. These devices have the potential of multiple functionalities which can be used to detect various stimuli such as magnetic field, illumination and pressure all at once or one at a time.
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